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WORST WEATHER CONGRESS WILL R FR A RD I N ELLI.
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OF THE YEAR

PETTI,
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REPORTED

Railways In Kansas Worst In As to Price Fluctuations and
Calls on Bureau of CorTwo Years-Oklahoporations For Facts.
Complains.
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PRESIDENT MAKES TWO

40BEL0W
MORNING

Bill to

Topeka, Feb. 4. This is the cold
est weather In thla section of Kansas
At 6 o'clock this
for two years.
morning, a temperature of two degrees below with a
wind
from the east, was accompanied by a
heavy snowstorm.
Both the Santa
Fe and the Rock Island railway of
ficlals report their worst conditions
on the Missouri division.

Washington, Feb. 4. The house to
day passed a resolution calling upon
the secretary of commerce and labor,
through the bureau of corporations to
Investigate the causes of fluctuations
In the price of cotton and the differ
ences in the market price of various
classes of cotton. The investigation
is to be conducted with the particular
object to ascertain whether the fluctuations In prices have resulted in
whole or in part from the character
of contracts and deliveries made on
the cotton exchanges dealing in fu
tures, or is the result of any consplr
acy or combination which interferes
with or hinders commerce.
Burleson of Texas in explanation
of the resolution, said it was pro
posed to ascertain whether the con
tracts sold upon New York and New
Orleans cotton exchanges bring about
violent fluctuations in the price of
cotton, and whether the contract sold
enables the members of the exchanges
by combination among themselves to
bring about depression by reason of
the fact that under the terms of contract they would be authorized to deliver any one of thirty grades of cotton. It is claimed that the difference
between present price spot and futures at New York Is more than $2.50
per bale and that this difference exerts an injurious Influence upon the
price paid for cotton.

OKLAHOMA VISITED BY
THE ICE KINO TODAY
Oklahoma City, Feb. 4. This sec
tion has experienced the coldest
weather of the season for the last two
days. A strong: north wind has developed. This morning- - the thermometer registered 11 degres above zero
NEBRASKA GETS FIRST
SNOW, WITH 4 BELOW,
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 4. The first
real snow of the season is falling
over . .ebraska, with Indications for
a foot or more. The temperature
was 4 below last night.
SUPERIOR, WIS., GETS 40
DEGREES BELOW ZERO,
Superior, Wis., Feb. 4. The thermometer for the first time this winter registered 40 below this morn
ing.

EVEN SUNNY SPAIN HAS
COLDEST OF THE GENERATION PRESIDENT SELECTS TWO
4. The
Madrid,
Feb.
coldest
COLORADOANS
FOR OFFICE.
weather experienced In a generation " Washington,
Feb. 4. The presiis prevailing In Spain. Railroad communication
everywhere
is inter dent sent to the senate today the following nominations:
rupted.
Surveyor of customs for port of
Denver, Wlnfleld S. Boynton; register
CAPTAIN AND MAJOR
COURT MAHTIALED. of land office at Sterling, Colo., Edward E. Armour.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex., Feb. 4.
The general court martial appointed
to Investigate the charges against REPORT FAVORABLE TO ANMajor Charles W. Penrose and Cap
NUL OUR INJURY LAW.
tain Edward B. Macklln assembled Special to The Evening Citizen.
here today when Major Chas. W.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 4. The
Taylor, in charge of the thirteenth house Joint resolution, disapproving
cavalary at Fort SHI appeared in the New Mexico law of procedure in
support of the charges. General
railroad personal injury cases, and
commanding the department declaring the same to be null and of
in Texas Is In attendance.
The date no effect, was reported favorably to
of the trial was delayed from Jan the house from the committee on teruary 4th on account of an assault on ritories, and has been put upon the
Captain Macklin at Fort Reno on the calendar.
night of December 21, by an un
The Andrews bills to pension Robknown man, suposed to be one of the ert Stewart 24 and Joseflta Minano
negroes of the discharged companies, $16, have gone to the president for
The specific charges that the two his approval.
officers are facing is that of "con
duct to the prejudice of good order IMPORTANT CUSTOMS
and discipline in falling to exercise
RULING IN NEW YORK.
due diligence, In preventing rioting
New York, Feb. 4. In the decision
ut Brownsville, Texas, last August.
handed down today by Judge Somer-vlll- e,
the United States general apINSANITY INCREASES
protests by the
IN NEW YORK STATE. praisers sustained
New York, Feb. 4. There are at American Sugar Refining company.
present 28,302 persons in the institu- Involving monthly shipments of over
tions for the Insane In this state be- 20,000,000 pounds of sugar. The deing an Increase of 6,761 over last cision establishes the principle that
year. According to the annual report the American government cannot exact countervailing duties on the exof the state lunacy commission,
of German sugar, but
patients were discharged as re- port weights
must levy a tax on the weight actualcovered, while 1.142 had recovered ly
landed In this country. The desufficiently to resume a life of unIs a victory
for the sugar
restraint. The state last year expend- cision
ed $5,722,428 in caring for the insane monopoly. It was contended by the
which was at the rate of $3.53 per customs officials that the additionale
capita, Including salaries of employes or countervailing duties were assess-aulon the basis of the Inand medical attendance.
The com- voice, property
or export weights, owing to the
mission urges Immediate considerathat the German government
tion of the needs of the Metropolitan fact
pays a bounty on sugar shipped out
district In the way of accommodations for the insane. Tha commis- of that country. As the amount of
sion points out that the states lease that bounty Is predicated upon the
of Wards Island expires in six years weight at the time of shipment, the
and they request an Immediate ap- customs authorities held that the
countervailing
duties
propriation to provide a site for an American
accordingly. As the
entirely new establishment on an ex- should be based
great
Importance
matter is of
the
tremely large scale.
matter will be taken further by tha
customs authorities.
Baptist Meeting In Texas.
Dallas, Tex., Feb. 4. There were
over 2,000 persons present at an edu- PANAMA CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INCORPORATES
cational mass meeting or the Baptist
Albany, Feb. 4. The Panama ConMissionary association of Texas which
company.
Incorporated
to
opened here today. Leading Bap- struction
tists of the southern and western finance the Panama contract bid for
states are in attendance and some by Win. J. Oliver of Knoxville, Tenn.,
important educational
questions are tiled articles of incorporation today,
with the secretary of state. The capset for discussion.
is Ja, 000, 000. The
ital authorized
GENERAL MANAGER MOIII.KR
company will begin business with
ILL WITH PNEUMONIA.
OU0.
Chicago, Feb. 4. Vice President
and General Manager Mohler, of the PIONEER EDITOR OF NOTE
Union Pacific, Is 111 with pneumonia
DIES AT KANSAS CITY.
at the Auditorium Annex hotel here.
Kansas City. Feb. 4. Rev. SeyHe has been confined to his bed for mour A. Baker, one of the founders
a week, but is now thought to be out of the republican party, an
of danger.
agitator and a pioneer editor of
note, died here today, aged 92. He
NEGRO NATIONAL FAIR
was one of the oldest ministers in
TO RE HELD IN MOBILE. point of age and point of service in
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 4. The negro the United States.
national fair will be held In this city
next November.
The chief feature
will be an exhibit of the Inventions HINGLE WANTS $10,000
and craftsmanship of negroes. The
president of the United States will
be asked to open the fair.
FOR BEING ARRESTED
LEGISLATURE EVIDENTLY IS
GETTING GM)I AM) READY
Nicholas Hingle, a carpenter of
e Uallup, appears as the plaintiff In a
4 Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M ., Feb. 4. The 4 very extraordinary suit tiled on the
McKinley county docket against Har4 house held a short session at 2
4 o'clock this afternnon, at which e ry Coddington, sheriff of McKinley
only one bill was introduced, 4 county. The plaintiff names $10,000
4 being a measure relating to pub- - 4 as the extent to which his feelings
4 He highways and bridges and 4 were hurt for being taken Into cus4 means for their maintenance, 4 tody by Coddington after having had
by Komulo Sanchez. The coun- - 4 an election row at the polls.
Hingle
4 ell met at 3 o'clock. Nothing 4 was among the candidates defeated
4 on the independent ticket in McKin4 important wax done.
ley county lust fall.
lie-Cask-
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Flra Injures Prosecution Has Introduced Missouri House Reduces PasSeven of Whom Some
All Its Direct Evidence
senger Rates to Two
Will Die.
and Defense Begins.
Cents Per Mile.

Many-Tenem-

Police and Deputies Scour Surrounding
Country For Man Who Fires Fatal
Shot on Third Street.

ent
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FIGURES IN KILLING Big Fire Is In Progress In London.
LETTER
Annul New Mexico Law MYSTERIOUS ANONYMOUS
Prosecution Only Attempted to A Burlington Passenger Wreck.
Glare of Which Lights up
on Railroad Personal Injury
Prove Fact and CircumstanCatches Fire and Many Lhres
Whole
City.
the
Cases Put on Calendar.
ces
of
Murder.
the
L.
Are Roported Lost
Missive of Highly Defamatory Character." Declares Cradl

Nebraska and Spain Shivering.
the Latter Having Coldest
Weather In a Generation.
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A THAW TRIAL HAS RAILWAY
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Who Directs BerardlnelU's Attention to It.
Quarrel Results In Death.

Elklns, W. Va.. Feb. 4 As a result of an explosion today In a mine
of the Davit Coal Ac Coke company,
at Thomas, twenty-fiv- e
or thirty
the majority of whom are forPettlne out in the street. I suppose eigners, are supposed to be dead.
he accused him of having written the
letter; anyway, he applied some bad TENEMENT FIRE INJURED
SEVEN, TWO FATALLY.
names to Pettlne, who. said:
New York, Feb. 4. Seven persons
" 'You can call roe any name you
like, for you are bigger than I am; were injured, some In all probability
fatally, while penned In tenements
but don't you touch me.'
"After the quarrel Pettlne left him. over a burning rag shop In Cherry
The occupants
He returned in about fifteen minutes street, early today.
and approached Berardinelll, who were asleep when the Are was diswas standing near the edge of the covered. Several jumped and three
were overcome by smok and rescued
pavement In front of the store.
" 'What were those names you by the firemen.
Two will not recalled me a while ago?' he asked, cover.
and at the Bume time pulling a shining revolver from his pocket
He VOLUNTEER FIREMEN IiOSE
fired one shot and Berardinelll walk- LIVES IN WHITE PLAINS FIRE.
New York, Feb. 4. Caleb Undered a few steps and fell on the pavement in front of the door. Pettine bill, fireman, was killed, and four
others were injured during a fire
then ran."
mln-et- s,

Benedetto Berardinelll, a stone con1101 North Second street, was shot this morning
shortly before 12 o'clock by one Pet-tina stone mason. He died In
Strong's ambulance on the way to St.
Joseph's hospital, where he was being removed after receiving medical
attention in the Tott & Gradt feed
store at 217 North Third street. The
police and deputy sheriffs are searching Albuquerque and the surrounding
country tor the man who did the
shooting.
At 3 o'clock this afternoon h had not been apprehended.
Berardinelll and Pettlne are both
Italians.
The shooting occurred on the pavement in front of the Totl & Gradl
is
feed store. The weapon used
believed to have been a new
revolver. Drs. Nacamullz and Hust,
who attended Berardinelll after he
was removed to the Inside of the
store, state that death resulted from
an Internal hemmorhage caused by
perforation of the aorta artery In
the abdomen. The bullet entered BerardlnelU's left side just below the
floating rlD and lodged in his intestines. The size of the bullet hole indicated a weapon of the above call
ber was used.
A number of pedestrians on the
street heard the shooting and saw the
stricken man fall. After committing
the deed Pettlne, with the smoking
revolver in his hand, ran north to
Tijeras avenue and turned west. He
was seen to enter bo me adobe' buildings in the rear of 807 North Third
street. Later Robert Hopkins saw
him running north on New York
avenue.
He was flourishing
the
weapon.
An AnoymniiH Iclter Figures in It.
There were several eye witnesses to
the tragedy. The statements of these
are, however, conflicting.
Berardinelll Is said to have been of
a quarrelsome disposition and an old
quarrel has existed between the men
for some time, according to the
statements of the friends of both the
men.
L. Gradi, one of the proprietors of
the store at the above address, saw
the shooting. He stated immediately
after the affair that an anonymous
letter of a very defamatory character
was received at his place of business
this morning. It was Intended for
to
Berardinelll but was addressed
Totl & Gradl.
"I opened the letter," said Mr. Gradi, "and read it. Whe(j Berardinelll
entered the place here this morning
I called his attention to the letter.
He read It and became very angry.
" 'There goes the man who wrote
it,' he said, and pointed out the window. Pettine was passing on the opposite side of the street.
"He Immediately left and accosted

tractor, who lives at

e,

CLOTHING STORE BORNEO

AT SILVER

CITYi

tUHIDIItliiUl
Special to The Evening Citizen.

4
Silver City. N. M.. Feb. 4.
4 Fire broke out In the clothing
4 store of Levisons this morning
at about 1:30 o'clock, burn- -

4 lng the entire stock of goods and
4 store fixtures. There Is no clue
4 as to how the fire originated.
4 Had It not been for the Silver
5 City fire department the entire
4 block would have been lost. Mr.
4 Levi.son had insurance sufficient
to cover all loss.

4

4
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e
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e
4
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e
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tUHiDlttltiUI
railroad to

ASK

CHANGE ITS ROUTE.
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 4. Justice
Pound in chambers in city hall this
morning heard the application of
George P. Sawyer, and others to com
pel the Buffalo, Lake Erie & Niagara
Railroad company to change its proposed route along the Niagara river
between Buffalo and Tonowandn, The
opposition to the plans of the railroad company comes from the property owners who seek to preserve
their rights along the river shore, and
prevent the company from gaining
absolute control of dock frontage
which will be immensely valuable
when the government Improvement
of the river channel Is completed.
The application Is at hearing.
WILL ESTABLISH SCHOOL
IOR BANKERS IN WISCONSIN.
Madison, Wis., Feb. 4. All arrangements have been completed for
the early establishment by the Wisconsin university of a correspondence
school in banking for the benefit of
bankers and bank clerks, which wilt
be along the lines of the educational
work conducted by the American Institute of Bank Clerks. The idea is
the result of a careful consideration
of the quest ion by tha trustees of
the American
Institute
of Bank
Clerks.

which destroyed

"Berardinelll staggered to the doorway and said: 'Gradl he got me; look
here.' He Indicated a small hole
through his trousers near the waist
band. Blood oozed fnpm it.
Then
he staggered and fell. Some men
helped Vne carry him fn and I telephoned for physicians, the police and
an ambulance."
Mr. Gradl refused to divulge the
contents of the letter, which was
Ha stated it was
written in Italian.
howof a very Indecent character,
ever. The letter is in his possession
at this time.
Coleman's Statement.
James Coleman, a negro shoe polisher, stated he saw prt of the af
fair. He said he was standing only
a short distance frotnli', e mm when
He did not
the shooting occurred.
know anything about the first quar
rel, however.
According to Coleman's statement,
Pettlne pulled the revolver on Berar
dinelll when the latter was advancing upon him, and twice ordered him
to stop before he fired.
A large crowd of people, attracted
to the scene by the report of the revolver, blocked the pavement In front
of the feed store, the outside door
to which was locked after Berardinelll was removed to the inside and
physicians summoned.
Hypodermis
Injections of strychnine were administered to the man, but he was past
human aid.
Berardinelll is a large, heavily
built man, apparently about 50 years
old. Pettlne, who did the shooting,
Is about twenty years his junior, tall
but rather slight In build. He has
sandy colored hair and mustache,
blue eyes that are rather almond-- I
like in shape and wore a light hat
He Is
and a suit of dark clothing.
a stone cutter by trade.
He
Berardinelll leaves a wife.
was formerly In the stone contracting
business with M. Damlano, of 210
North Fourth street.
The partnership was dissolved several months
since.

the Mead building

at White Plains last night.
$100,000.

Loss,

Later and Fuller Particulars.

Three volunteer
were
firemen
killed, four Injured, one probably fatally, early todaya, while working
upon the ruins of the Meade building, which was destroyed by fire last
night The dead:
John Chester Cromwell, assistant
cashier of the First National bank, of
which his father Is the president.
Charles E. Cooley,
real estate
agent,.

Caleb Underhlll, liveryman.
Emll 13 urges, a candymaker,
lieved to be fatally injured.

is

be-

BIG FIRE IN GREAT
CITY OF I.ONDON, ENO.
London, Feb. 4. 7:15 p. m. A fire
broke out this evening In a block of
buildings near Cheapslde, and within
a short distance from the postofflce.
The whole city was lit up with the
glare of the flames.
DISCUSSING

HOUSE-

KEEPING PROBLEMS.
Madison, Wis., Feb. I. Tho third
annual housekeepers
conference of
the women of Wisconsin which opened her yesterday afternoon under
the auspices of the dcpai'ment of
ty
home economics of the
of
Wisconsin was very largny attended.
The conference of hous.-keenr-s
will
be held at the same tlmo as the ten
days farmers course and In planned
for the wives and daughters f farmers but Is open to all women Interested.
Demonstration
lessons In
cooking, lectures and demonstrations
on problems of household economv,
and talks of members of the faculty
on topics of general Interest to housekeepers, will make up the program
of the conference. Among the special lecturers will be Mrs. E. C. Hardy
of the Farmers Voice, who will speak
on "The Farm Home;" Prof. Isabel
Bevler, In charge of the household
science department University of Illinois, who will discuss
"The Food
Problem of the Ordinary Housekeeper;" Miss Rose Swart or the oshkosh
Norman school; Mrs. A. E. McCrea,
CARRfZOZO POSTMASTER
of Chicago, who will present the ncd
of village Improvements, in 1 Mrs. M.
ALLEGED TO BE SHORT F. Johnson, of Richmond. I.. !., who
will give an address on "Rjral Improvement." The conking lessons will
include the preparation of milk products, eggs, poultry, fish, vegetables,
Special to The Evening Citizen.
salads, breads, dried fruits, nuts and
El Paso, Tex.. Fi b. 4. The
the canning of fruit. In household
postmaster at Carrizozo. N. M.,
economy, the best methods of securwas removed today by a post- ing ventilation and cleanliness, the
4 office Inspector, w ho discovered 4 means of dispensing
with useless
4 a shortage in the accounts, and 4 labor, the arrangement ami equip4 turned the ofllce over to the
ment, and furnishing and decoration
e' of the living room, and the women's
4 bondsman.
1
it v
r
part In public work will be considered. The conference is In chuge of
WELL KNOWN UNITED STATES
Professor Caroline L. Hunt, head of
ARMY OFFICER DIES TODAY the department of home ec Ki'imies,
Washington, D. ('., Feb. 4. Briga- University of Wisconsin.
dier General Samuel Beckley Hola-birretired, one of the oldest and INDIA'S COITON CROP
best known United States army offiRAPIDLY INCREASING.
cers and formerly quartermaster genLondon, Feb. 4. The official re-- I
eral, died in this city yesterday after port issued at Calcutta today states
a brief Illness, in his fioth year.
that the area under cultivation for
cotton In India la nearly a million
Bunk lowed by Inspector.
'acres larger than last season. The
Washington. D. C Feb. 4. Na- output Is estimated at 6,105,000 bales,
tional Bank Examiner Geo. A. Sils-b- y which Is the record; the largest total
has advised the comptroller of the hitherto attained being 3.227.000, In
currency thnt he hn rlosed the First 1904. The boll worm has disappearNational bank of Scotland, S. D. No ed from the Punlab. Slnd furnishes
reason was given.
2,000 bales of Egyptian cotton.
Uni-eta'-

r

d,

New York. Feb. 4. There was a
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 4L TThs
conference between the attorneys for house passed a bill reducing;
passenthe prosecution and the defense ger rates to two cents a mile en aK
with Justice FHxgeraid, just before the main lines of railroads In BfV
the Thaw case opened this morning, aouri, and three cents on tadepeixtifc
but no more jurors were released.
lines less than forty mile In length.
After Assistant District Attorney It Is considered certain that tbt kill
Oarvln began the opening address will pas the senate.
all witnesses except the experts were
FIVE RAILROADS ClIARtfKD
excluded from the room.
May
WITH EXCESSIVE RATKH
Mrs. Harry K. Thaw and
Kansas City, Feb. 4. Kdffar K.
Mrs. William Thaw were included in
Clark, member of the Interstate Co
this order.
merce commission, began a hmhnr
Garvin spoke only ten minutes, i at
federal building here today, at
stating the case of the prosecution. I the thecomplaints
against certain rail
Lawrence White was the first wit- roads.
The first case taken up wu
ness.
He Is the son of the dead that of the
Pipe Line comarchitect. He was on the stand only pany againstProducers
Missouri Padflc.
a few minutes. He told of accom- the Houston & the
Texas, the Cotton Rett,
panying his father to the Cafe MarTexas A Pacific and the Mtsaoari,
tin for dinner, and said that when he the
Kansas & Texas railroads. The pip
left him to go to another theater It line
excessive rates from. Inwas the last time he saw his father dian alleges
territory to points In northern
alive.
Texas.
The second witness was Warner
Paxton, engineer of the Madison BURLINGTON PASSENGER
Square Garden.
He witnessed the
GOES THROUGH BRIDGE.
shooting and described the positions
Denver, Feb. 4. A special to tha
of Thaw and White. Several other Post from Sheridan, Wyo says:
witnesses described the shooting and
d
The
Burlington uasiian
the arrest of Thaw.
Paul Brudl, ger train, No. 41, front Omaha, tar
fireman, who arrested Thaw, said on Billings,
Mont., went throusfh, a.
that Thaw was bridge over the Cheyenne river at
pale and his eyes appeared
to be Edgemont, today.
Fire broke oat
staring at the time of arrest.
The in the wreckage and It Is reported
prosecution rested its case with the that many lives "were lost.
No
testimony of the doctors who per- ticulars have been obtainable
her.
formed the autopsy.
Later. The engine and five
Attorney Gleason began his ad- of Burlington freight train No. 45.
dress to the jury at 2:05 this after- eastbound, went through a burning
noon. He said that Thaw was suf- bridge just as the train was apfering1 from insanity, hereditary In proaching Edgemont, S. D., Sunday
nature, when he shot White.
Gleamorning. The cars, with the conson declared Thaw believed he was tents, were totally destroyed,
but.
acting on the., word of Providence none of the crew was Injured., The
when he killed Stanford White; that engineer' and fireman saved themhe acted without malice and did not selves by Jumping.
Passengers oa
know the nature or quality of his No. 41 have been transferred around,
act.
the bridge.
west-boun-

.

WAR BETWEEN UNITED

STATES

AND JAPAN IS UNTHINKABLE
Toklo, Feb. 4. Baron Kaneo. formerly special envoy to the United
States, In a statement made here today says that war with the United
States is unthinkable. "The Japanese
understand America better than AmJapanese," he
ericans understand
said. The great majority of men
holding public positions here were
educated by Ainencan instruction and
have long studied American Institutions. Now, through press and otherwise they are helping the ptple to
appreciate the difficulty which the
federal government lies under In controlling Individual states. Japan's
owes her pofcitlo.t among the powers
to America.
The American government and people, with England, are

MYSTERY

Japan's best friends.
thinkable."

War is

un-

IOWA STATE ROWLING

'

i

ASSOCIATION MEETIKG.
Cedar Rapids, la., Feb. 4. The an- -:
nual meeting and tournament of the
Iowa State Bowling association which
commenced here today promises to
outshine any of Its predecessors
In
bowling circles In the Hawkeye state.
The entries are the largest on rc--'
ord. The prizes are more valuable.
and the attendance at the opening; of
the ancient games are the greatest
yet witnessed at such an event. The
tournament which will last four days.
has brought a large number of visit- -,
ors Into this city.

SURROUNDS DISA- PE OF C. G.

MM

Luna County Ranchman Is Thought to
Have Been Swallowed up by
Swollen Mimbres.

'

I

IMPORTANT

ORDER WILL BE

ISSUED BY SECRETARY KIETCALF
Chicago. Feii. 4. A dispatch to the
Tribune from Washington says:
Secretary Metcalf will Issue this
week a most important order designed to increase the strategic effectiveness of the American t.avy. It will
consolidate the squadrons now on the
Pacific coast au,l in Asiatic waters
supreme
Into one fleet, under the

command of Rear Admiral Willard It.
Brounson. This fleet will engage In
comprehensive maneuvers. The object will be to protect the Pacific
slope and our Pacific dependencies
In any case.
It Is stated that the
move has nothing to do with the controversy with Japan. The step has
been under contemplation for some
time.

Don Johnson, the sheriff, received
a 'phone message Friday to the effect that a team had been found ut
the lower crossing of the Mimbres
river without a driver, and the sheriff upon Investigation found the team
tied on the farther bunk and the
wugon In
buy 6 the li. g
Graphic.
Further Investigation discloses the
fact that C. O. Robinson Is the owner
of the wagon and team and Is the
missing driver. He started from his
home at Array to Demlng and vicinity to solicit orders for posts, bringing samples along In ills wagon, lie
also bought a bale of hay ut Florida
station.
Indications are that Mr. Robinson's
wagon bogged down In the stream,
and that he then unhitched the team
and led them to a place of safety,
and afterward returned to secure the
articles In the wagon, when, from the
cold water or some unknown cause,
ho was seized with cramps or sudden sickness and fell ami was
drowned, the body evidently lniiiK
covered up with stand.
W. F. Cuusland was the last to see
Mr. Robinson alive, shortly before lie
reached the river.
A party of searchers,
headed by
mid-strea-

the sheriff ami a sou of Mr. Robin-soiwho has arrived here to hel
find his father, ure dragging
as we go to press.

i,

thrt-rive-

SEARCH ABANDONED OUIXG
TO RISE OF Rlllilt- Speciul to The Kening Cltisen.
Demlng, N. M . Feb. 4. Owing tthe sudden rise of the Mimbres river
search for the body has been abandoned for the present. Will bu resumed when the river falls.
January J.'p Sheriff Johnson received a
'phone mesaaKe that a wagon
fast in tile Mimbres and that a team
had stood tied on the bank fur t
days.
Investigation shows that Robinson hail started for Demlng from
Array to solicit orders for posts. lie
also had hay in the wagon. The supposition is that the wagon became
Murk In the sum! and that the driver
unhitched and led the team oat.
I'pon returning to the wagon fur
some purpose or other, he, too, became cntunKled in the mire and felt
from exhaustion and was covered in
quicksand. Tile water In the Mim-inwas only six Inches deep at th
time, but til.' sand Is boltomlefc--- .
bii:.-.ov. as
II,
about fifty years cf
ae A ,.u bads the KearcultS
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vessels and taken to the south, to be
used In the temporary work on the
Panama canal. The unrighteous gold
swindled out of the customs officers
of the neighboring nation, has been
divided between the managers of the
scheme and the lumbermen
with
whom they deal in British Columbia.
greatest
While the
onus of tltls
double-dealin- g
will fall upon the United Slates, the matter Is one of paramount Interest to Canadians, for lumber Is one of the chief necessities of
g
the
imputation of
western Canada.
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OFFICIAL PAPtR FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

KING PETER IS
IN HOTTEST
WATER
Revolution Against Reigning
Dynasty In Scrvla Not
Surprising

MAI7.E TO UK SOLD
ON SAME TERMS AS RYE.
New York, Feb. 4. At the confer
ence called by the London and Liver
pool Corn Trade association
which
was held in the corn exchange here

EVEN ALASKATEMANDS
FOR

PEOPLE

Canadian

Lumber Brought to
United States Without Paying
Duty, it is Claimed.

Belgrade, Scrvla, Feb. 4. The national assembly finally hns accepted
the loan and assesment bills, which
were aent for the signature of King
Peter. The debate on these measures was attended
by disorderly scenes on the part of members of
the assembly, arising from the opening expression of sentiments against
the present Karageogeyitch dynasty,
which gave rise to reports in Herman and Austrian quarters of a
movement to dethrone King Peter.
Following the street disorders of the
last few days, the occurrences In the
chamber Saturday added to the
seriousness of the present situation.
The king is at present confronted
Mflth many difficult problems, not the
least of which is the renewed activity
of the supporters of the late King
Alexander and Queen Draga. who
were murdered the night or June loll. 1903, and the popular ill feeling
aroused by the recent escapades of
Oeorge. the crown prince. One of the
deputies oposed the loan on the
ground that the members of the
reigning family would personally
pocket a large proportion of it, anil
the final debates, brought out
demonstrations. In which a
number of riotous students sustained
erlous Injuries. Premier Pastes has
received a number
of threatening
letters Intimating that the present
dynasty will meet a fate similar to
that of Its predecessor. The late King
Alexander was a member of the
Obrenovltch family. It is asserted
that secret meetings of the
leaders have been held for
the purpose of selecting an European
prince as successor to King Peter, In
the event of a successful
anti-dynast- ic

antl-dynast- lc

anti-dynast- ic

movement

WANT NOTHING LESS THAN
HOME RULE IN ALASKA.
Vancouver. B. C, Feb. 4. At the
same time as the Canadian section of
the northern gold fields is making a
strenuous apeal to the national government for important changes in
the administration of the affairs of
the region, the territory of Alaska Is
making even more important
demands on the American government.
Nothing less than home rule for Alaska Is the demand of Mr. Waskey, the
first delegate to congress from that
section.
Mr. Wood, of Dawson City, who is
the prime mover In the campaign
claims that the whole question is one
of right and not of expediency, and
he laughs to scorn the assertion that
the granting of home rule to the territory would mean a reign of organised labor, to the detriment of capital, and so to the injury of the industries of the country. He admits, however, that there is quite an element
of the population which is satisfied
with the existing condition of affairs,
and Is not anxious for a change.
This element, of which the guvernor
of the territory is the leader, makes
the plea that the present system is
the best considering the present condition of the country. Its small population. Its widely scattered settlement
nd the uncertainty of the permanency of the placer camps. "All
this," he said, "would undoubtedly
make the establishment of a county
organization and the working of the
emiory government somewhat expensive, but I believe this expense
would be more than repaid by the
advantages we would have in dealing
with our political and legislative
problems on the spot, and I think a
majority of the people are In favor of
home rule as their right, and also
as the best way of meeting a number
of difficulties in the present situation." Mr. Woods. In spite of his
realisation of the necessity for some
rule Ik, however, nut all sanaguine of
Its being granted this session and expects little more than the improvement of the mining laws. If even that.
.

CANADIAN

1,1 MI1KK

Ft HI

THE PANAMA CANAL.
Ottawa, Feb. 4. Startling news
has reached government circles of a
Mcheme which is resulting in divert-lu- g
lumber in British Columbia from
Its natural markets in Canadian centers, where it Is badly needed, to the
United States, uml also Incidentally
in cheating the government of the
lieighbodng republic out of thousands
f dollars In timber duties, t'p to the
present time it has been bflit-vcthat
the great shortage of lumber In
British Columbia has been cause, by
the huge de mand in tile eily of San
Francisco for lumber for lebuildiiig
i Is not
deafter the earthquake.
nied that lumber has gone to San
Francisco in tremendous
quant Itii-si.,- but the real destination of tl
terial has been the Isthmus cf pan-nuiand it his only K"ne to S,ni
Francisco as a blind to obtain advantage of the preferential rates of duty
Hint have been in force in that port
since the disaster of last April. Once
at Sun Francisco, the lumber has
been
leloaicd on other
1

,

a.

iiiim-Uiulel-

Saturday the numerous complains of a
very unsatisfactory nature regarding
American certificates were finally
considered. It was decided that all
maize from America and Canada
rye
should be sold on European
terms and the various European corn
upon
trade associations were called
to
use their best efforts to have the
change carried out. As to "certificates
final" It was generally admitted that
as far as Canada was concerned
there was little cause for complaint.
Resolutions were passed expressing
dissatisfaction and the opinion that
the finality of American certificates
relating to export business should be
abolished.
BRUTALITY OF
Adelaide,

NA- -

T1VES IN AUSTRALIA.
Feb. 4. At the meeting

of the science congress yesterday Prof.

fessor Klaatsch, of Heidelberg,
re
lated results of ethnological researches nmong the negroes of northwest
Australia. He confirmed the reports
that have been current of
ment of the natives, and compared
the relations between whites and
blacks there with the state of affairs
that prevailed in Tasmania In 1830,
which resulted in the extermination
of the blacks. Prof. Klaatsch said
that he had witnessed at Wyndham
the arrival of native prisoners, who
had traveled 300 or 400 miles chain
ed together by the neck.
at

ERIE'S NEW GENERAL

TRAFFIC MANAGER.
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 4. D. W.
Cooke, assistant traffic
manager of
the Erie railroad, has been promoted
to be general manager, with headquarters at Chicago. The appoint
ment has gone into effect. S. P.
Shane, freight traffic manager, will
be transferred to quarters in New
York City, Mr. Cooke was born in
Lewlston, X. Y., In 1863 and began
his railway service in the Chicago &
Northwestern local freight office at
Council Bluffs In 1881. From July
1, 1901 to January 14, 1903, he was
general passenger agent of the Erie,
and on the latter date he became
assistant traffic manager.
YOr.NCJ GIRLS PRESENT
AMBULANCE TO HOSPITAL.
New
York, Feb. 4. Seventy-fiv- e
pretty girls ranging In age from
twelve to sixteen years nnd constituting the Young Ladle's Society for the
Aid of Convalescents, of Beth Israel

hospital, have presented an ambu
lance and team of fine horses to the
hospital. In making the presentation
they pledged themselves to maintain
the ambulance service free of cost
to the hospital.
FOUND

OF EMBEZ
ZLING HANK'S I I NDS
Kentland, Ind.. Feb. 4. Fred D.
Ciillman, president
of the Home
Hank of (ioodland. was found crnlltv
of embezzling funds of the bank.
which failed In 1904 owing depositors,
it is claimed, 1243.00 with assets of
about $50,000. After the failure,
nothing was known of Glllman's
whereabouts until he was arrested
three weeks ago at Bloomington, 111.
roitTY-llltS-

GUILTY

T

ANNU AL HALL

OF FRENCH COOKS.
New York, Feb. 4. The forty-firannual ball of the Soclete Cullnalre
Philantrophlque
place
took
in
Terrace Garden here Saturday.
As
a
usual
feature was the exhibition
of the work of some of the best
of the chefs, and the autocrat of the
kitchen of a celebrated millionaire,
who is said to be the highest paid
cook in the country,
distributed a
limited number of signed receipt's.
st

INCREASING WF.STI.ltN ELECTRIC COMPANY STOCK.
New York. Feb. 4. At u meeting
of the directors of the Western Elec
tric company It waH decided to
Increase the capitalization
of the
stock from $15,1111(1,000 to $u'5.000
"ml. A special meeting of the stockholders will be held on the 7th to
sanction the increase which will be
employed towards extending the com
pany s business.
.tu.ooii

i.ibokfrs
orilCKD

he- IN THE SOUTH
New Orleans. Feb. 4. It Is esti
mated that no less than 50,000 labor
ers will be required for railway con
struclii.n in the southern states during the coming spring ami summer.
At a meeting of the chamber of com
merce today a resolution was passed
culling on the legislature
to en
courage immigration.

Habit to Be Encouraged.
The mother who has acquired the
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
hambi iiaiu's Cough Hemedy. save
herself a great amount of uneasiness
and anxiety.
Coughs.
colds and
croup, to which chiioVen are nuseep.
tible me quickly cured bv Its use
It couteracts any tendency of a cold
to result in pneumonia, and if givct
as soon as the first symptoms of
croup appear. It will prevent the attack. Tills remedy contains nothing
Injurious and mothers ie it to lit
tle one s with a
of pei feet
curtly. Sola by all druggists.
c

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

WAl

mondav, February

Society was afforded a delightful
of Fashion at the little
shiver of surprise by the announcement
of the engagement of
Capitol of the United
Miss India Hell Fleming, a debutante

Persuasive
Talk

of the season, to Senor Luis F. Corea,
the Ntcaragunn minister who Is conceded to be the handsomest man of
the diplomatic circle. As a matter of
fact, the engagement
has existed
since last June, but the secret has
been carefully guarded. Although
Miss Fleming's debut took place two
months ago and she has taken a less
prominent part In the round of debutante parties and dinners, she is
the only one out of twenty-fiv- e
or
thirty buds to announce her engage
ment, much less the early wedding
,J,iy. which Is se t for Wednesday, Fcb- -

States.
(By Cathrlnc Allnmn.)

special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C. Feb. 4. The
season of social whirldnm Is drawing to a close In Washington, only
to reopen In southern resorts and
watering places. To the every day
person of regulur habits and human
endurance, the life of a social but
terfly is a marvel of sheer physical
strength. From seven o'clock In the
mornlng when milady must spring ruary 27.
The present fashion of having the
from her soft pillow to make ready
for the day's round of social dutes, wedding follow so quickly upon the
until two. three or four o'clock the announcement of the engagement was
by Mrs. Nicholas Long- next morning, when she again seeks originated
the downy couch, is the strenuous life worth and seems to have found Im
that confronts maid or matron with mense favor, as all her Innovations
social ambitions and obligations, for are closely emulated. Miss Fleming
society recognizes no eight hour law will be the youngest hostess of the
diplomatic circle, as she only graduand to drop out Is to bo .f gotten.
And, all the while, ml.nd must be ated last spring from Mount Ver- wltty, brilliant, charminsr. vivacious non seminary nnd is but nineteen
and, above all, youthful looking, to V(,ars of age. while her fiance Is forty- maintain the dizzy heights to which one- - bne will become mistress or one
luxurious nnd
she has climbed. Alas, that there are ot lne
no Carnegie medals for society's un pea nomes in Washington at zou3 o
sung martyrs and heroines who strug street, where Mr. Corea has mainbachelor quarters
gle for an ephemeral excelsior of so tained pretentious
cial prominence even though they for several seasons.
perish In the atempt or spend the
A Valuable lesson.
remainder of their days in sanl- "Six years ngo I learned a valuable
torlums and health resorts!
'lesson,"
writes John Pleasant, of MagSunday entertaining has become
Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
one of the notable features of Wash- nolia,
ington society and some of the smart King's New Life rills, and the longer
I take them the better I find them."
est little affairs imaginable are giv- They
please everybody. Guaranteed
en on this day of "rest and prayerful by
all druggists. 25c.
An air of delightful
meditation."
informality attends the dainty break- - '
fasts and bright little dinner parties, BOOSTERS CLUB BEGINS
which is most alluring and no one
dreams of declining unless, of course,
they are so fortunate as to be the reTHE GOOD WORK
cipients of twice as many Invitations
as they can possibly accept, which
frequently happens in the helghth of COMMITTEES TO HE APPOINTED
WHICH W ILL COVER ALL
the season. The Baroness von Hen- - '
PHASES OF ACTIVITY.
gelmuller hus resumed her Sunday
'
afternoons at homo and the spacious
The
board of control of the Albu
n
drawlngroms at the
embassy were filled last Sunday querque Boosters' club, which Ischulr-ma- d
of Mayor Frank McKee,
between the hours of five and six
and D. A. Macpherson, May-nar- d
o'clock when the handsome hostess
Clark, Ivan
Ounsul. John
greeted her visitors in a princess
gown of white cloth and old Irish Orunsfeld, M. L. Stern, J. W. Elder
lace. Mr. and Mrs. John 11. McLean nnd R. W. Haelden, met at the Comdeentertained a company of forty or mercial club rooms Saturday andcommore at their magnificent country cided to appoint a number of
place, "Friendship," on the edge of mittees, which will cover the various
Also
the city, where they give a beauti- phases of "booster" activity.
fully appointed luncheon every other they decided that it was proper for
all members of the Boosters to go
t,
Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Perry
who are entertaining Mr. and tagged, and to this end have ordered
Mrs. Hufa Williams of England, gave buttons which will read, "Albuquera Sunday dinner party In honor of que Boosters, 60,000 In 1912." These
the Russian ambassador
and the buttons will be sold at a small profit
Baroness Kosen. The Relmonts, who to enable the club board of control
working
find the Washington season possesses to secure a temporary
fascinations superior to New York, fund.
The permanent committees were
expect next season to be In their new
home on New Hampshire
avenue. determined unon as follows:
Ways ana wans, to consist of the
The house has been planned by a
famous French architect and Is said board of control.
Finance, to consist of three memto be of a unique and Impressive de
bers.
sign.
Wholesalers, to consist of five
A corresponding
dance by the members.
Manufacturing, to consist of five
Benedicts was given at the New Will-- .
ard on Friday evening when the hus members.
bands of the Benedictines entertained
Railroads, to consist of seven memIn their honor. The committee of arbers.
rangements Included Mr. Larz Ander
Mines and mining, to consist of
son, Mr. William Corocran Eustins. three .members.
Mr. Chandler Hale, Mr. Edward de
Traffic, to consist of five members.
V. Morrell and Mr. Hugh S. Legare.
Stock growing, etc., to consist of
The guests were received at 10:30 three members.
and general dancing continued until
Sheep, wool and wool growing to
12:30 when the first supper was serv
consist of three members.
ed. After supper a cotillion of fifty
Agriculture and horticulture,
to
couples lead by Col. Morrell was consist of five members.
danced and later In the evening; or
Irrigation, three members.
early In the morning, an elaborate
Civic Improvement, five members.
supper or breakfast was served. The
Education, Ave members.
decorations were not particularly
Legislation, three members.
striking, consisting of a few palms
Conventions, five members,
and potted plants and not to many
(!ood roads, three members.
American beauty roses and other cut
Traveling salesmen, five members.
blossoms.
Public health and public safety,
But the hosts evidenced a tasteful three members.
discrimination In the selection of the
Those selected to appoint the varl
favors, which would seem to indicate ous committees are Mayor McKee, M.
that a subtle feminine influence or L. Stem and Maynard Ounsul.
,
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PURITY
or
PURPOSE
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Art

wr passed by
June 30, 190l, nJ
went into effect January ,
1907. The people of AmerTHE.
ica arc entitled to protecFoundation of Success
tion of their health nga't
adulteration and misreprc-morlirin- .
And the new law
sntation of their food, drink find
will go a long stride in the direction of accomplishing this purnoss.
which

Cf.D-jjresso-

n

1

The REGULATION AND CONTROL of such objectionable
and perilous conditions has been demanded for many years by
the American people, until their insistence compelled the respect
of their representatives in the National Legislature, and produced
the Pure Food and Drugs Act, so long a step in the right directions. The victory was of and by the people, and the nation
should glorify in the consciousness of it.
When, eleven years ago, it became our detire to ftirniih the Amwicis people
with a mild, gentle, convenient laxative medicine for the family, palatable but
fundamental PURITY
powerful, harmless but effective, we were actuated by
Of PURPOSE to produce a perfect product, strictly pure, clean, of vegetable
ioijredients
easy to buy, easy to take and easy in action. In the form of a
rininty, fragrant little tablet, in a neat and handy little enameled box fit for purse
we produce the greatest medicine of the kind in the world, under
or
We had no guarantee
the motto, from its inception to this day, of "PURITY."
s
under the name Cascarets Candy
that our preparation, now
CV.Hartic, would make to phenomenal a record, but we had the FAITH that v. iil.
and our insistence upon perfection
o r honest in'cntion, our
ar ..cved by great scientists, the People would learn the TRUTH, would get t'.:
, and bestow their favor on our efforts.
vest-pocke- t,

world-famou-

PURITY-PURPOS-

rult

We have never found it necessary to change our methods, our formula or
th j form or quality of our product in those eleven years of its history. The sale
oi Cascarets, by the favor and appreciation of the American people, has achieved
th phenomenal proportions of OVER A MILLION BOXES A MONTH- .- 12,000..
000 IM THE YEAR. This is the greatest demonstration of the success of an
that lues bevsi recorded.
aiiicle created by a
Purity-Purpot-

about CASCA.
The American people have rrc orded their
They have found that this little tablet has ever
accomplished what was promised for it, -t- hat it wss the purest, mildest, most
THE KOWELS, and with faithful use
harmless, most',trustworthy medicine
v ould accomplish the relief of many ailments ai iing from disturbances i the
alimentary canal. We feel that the great CONFIDENCE of the American People
h
been deserved, and yet we feel grateful t. Incni for this REMARKABLE
ilMONSTRATION and wish to express the HOPE that we will contUuo to
7M
enjoy the confidence of the American lijme hereafter as heretofore.
MERIT-VERDIC-

RF.TS CANDY CATHARTIC.

1

and be sure
If you ha. never tried Cascarets, buy a liltle 10c box
rou GET WHAT YOU ASK FOR - the only GENUINE. All druggist. 10c, 25c, 50c
TO-DA-

WAVrKD.
WANTED More shoe repairing """ at
corner of Railroad
avenue and
Broadway. P. E. Daniel.
VVANTElJ An
experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. B. Chllders, 107 North
Tweltth street.
WANT E D Vy gentleman,
emp hi y eu, room with board In
private
family, near business district. Box
Z'J3. Albuquerque
WANTED Good meat cutter aiTd
sausage maker; also girls for
nouseworK.
Good wages.
Col
burn's Employment Agency.
WANTED Stenosxnnhnr...
slst In office work and be good at
ngures;
stale salary expected.
.fti'iny
:uizen office.
WANTED
Gentleman-- ;
TT..
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Teams The Santa Fe
Gold Sc Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from tlnrn
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
ror oiner purposes.
All
good
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
FOR RENT.
OR RENT Two rooms for
Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
nouseKeeplng;
rent reasonable.
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
FOR RENT A six room
y
DricK nouse, corner
of Seventh
Btreet and TIJeras nvenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl. 624
West TIJeras avenue.
'OR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
11.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
524 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.

I'EISfcONAL

Is sometimes necessary, but we
l
uimiii tlio merit of our

goods nod fair dealing with
every customer, to iimurc our
continual kucctss In the drug

buslnc.

ALVARADO
PHARMACY
Cor. Gold Ave. and Firtt St.

B. H. BRIGGS &
CO.
Proprietors

Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200. Loans are
quicKiy made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to anri from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
816 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely Furnished, Fireplace.
Horse,
""Kgy. Harness, Hay, Etc

$3300
POR TERFIELD CO.
110
West Gold

I'ull Set of Teeth
(Jolcl Filling
(iolcl Crowns

rainless Extracting
ALL

S1.50 up
$0
50c

WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

FOR SALE.
A range and"1 adinliig
laDie. 602 West Tlieras
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter,
See The Clti
zen.
FOR SALE The Claude Glrard prop
erly on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or at No. 300
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Camping outfit: Biian
of gentle young mules, harness and
light Studebaker wagon. Call at
Highland Stables, 112 John street.
FOR SALE Majority ot stock in es- taniished and paying retail business. Incorporated.
Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dally Citizen.
FOR SALE
head of
fine Jersey cows.
Can be seen at
Hunters' wagon yard, 200 North
Broadway. Come and see them.
The price will be right.
FOR SALE Snap Lots 13. 14. 15,
in block B, Simpler addition No. 2.
only $600. $60 cash, balance In
Installments of $15 per month.
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West
Gold avenue.
STRAYED.
STRAYED January IV, one Jersey
cow; branded open H. Return to
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M.
Gavin.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Awe.
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four-fifth-

four-fifth-

IE RULE

HOUR

record breaking
CRUISER steaming.
London, Feb. 4. An admiralty re- Butterflies

port Just Issued states that on Its
return from Gibraltar to Kngland, the
second cruiser squadron had a speed
s
race of
power for thirty
hours. Interest In the races was all
the greater because the cruisers were
fitted with rival types of water tube
boilers. The Drake, flagship of Hear
Admiral Prince Louis of Hattenberg.
fitted with Helnelle boilers, was an
easy victor. For thirty hours, with
s
only
of her power, she
averaged a speed of 23 knots. At the
end of the thirty hours the ships were
ordered to ease down to eighteen
knots and proceed to their home
ports. The Drake arrived in Ports
mouth some hours ahead of her companions. The speed registered con
stitutes a world's record for such
long steaming. The Drake also holds
he full speed record, having steam
ed at 25 knots at full steam last sum
mer.

CITIZEN.

suggestion had been nt work, for the
souvenirs consisted of beautiful
d
d
ornaments for the hair,
French fans with Imported
pearl chains and other dainty and. Incidentally, expensive "trifles." The
men guests were ttte lucky recipients
of wicker flasks mounted In nickel
which seemed to touch an appreciative spot In their hearts. One of the
most Interesting figures of the cotillion was that in which the ladles received the most gorgeous valentines
while their partners, unlucky wights,
were handed large luscious looking
lemons.

LAW KNOWN

rapidly-spreadin-

EVENING

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT I. aw
o
Washington.
w"
D. C.
Pensions,
and patents.
copyrights,
letter patents, trade marks, caveats,
claims.

n.

v

ATTORNEY

Ue, N. M.

"

i

AT LAW. 'Albuquer- -

Vit

Office

Bank building.

xr..,

K. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT T.aw
Cromwell block, Albuquerque.

.

N. M

FOR SALE

ROOM

n. f. copp,

12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDQ.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof Ja support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 oi tne act of
March 3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by tho act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav-de Otero, for the Small Holding
Claim No. 2647, situate in Sec. 36, T.
7 N., R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
Orona, Qulrino Samore, of Per- alta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
cf that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
z

Guil-lerm-

o

NOTICE FOIl PUBLICATION.
Department
Office

of the Interior,
at Santa Ke, N. M.

Land

Dec. 29, 1906.

Notice la hereby given that Santiago Griego of Carpenter, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five-yeproof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
10,301 made Nov. 20. 1906. for the
SVt NE
and lots 1 and 2, Section
3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
that said proof will be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M.. on Feb. 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, vis:
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Griego, Dario Chavez and J. R. Carpenter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

January

22, 1907.

Notice Is hereby given that Ramon
Padilla of San Rafael. N. M.. has
Hied notice of his Intention to make
flnnl five year- - proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
6689, made December 3, 1901, for the
EH NW'4. and E
SWU, Section
26, Township 10 N, Range 10 W. and
that said proof will be made before
Jesus M. Luna, ProbaSe Clerk at
Los Lunas. N. M., on March 7, 1907.
ife names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, nnd cultivation of. the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes.
Manuel Sanchez, BIsente Padla, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
nce at sunta Fe. New Mexico.

January

Of- -

22, 1907.

DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.

Rooms 2 &flfl 3 Pornatf V U 11.31
it I (1 M .
over O'Rlelly's drug store.
fo. 74. Appointments made byPhone
mail.
EclllHlllll .T. Aliror Tl n c
J

No.

1

306 H.lllrnnH - o
noi..
UU1CB
9 a. m.. to 12:30 p. m.;
1:39
P. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones.
Ap-

u.uuc

hours,

pointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
J
DR. J. R. HAVVKCJ '
Pliyfclcian and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 1.1 V
e- .a
""J"
bulldlng.

t

clll'iMiiev

W. M

.

.

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building.
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M TeleDR. tl. I,. II I tcp
Office,
N. t. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
i.e.
fmoi
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
6-- 8,

A.

Ronnpna

Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5
ARCHITECTS
F. W. SDencer. Ilnnm.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
i.uwi puones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

lt.ii

J. It. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
"
NOTARY PUBLIC
Thos. K. p. Muclcllson.
Office with W. Tt. fhli.ior.
West Gold avenue.
HAIR DRESSER ASD CHIROPO".
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her nnrinra
209 West Railroad nvonno i.'r,...
pared to give thoroue-Vanal n t mat- ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
Dunions and ingrowing nails.
She
gives massaee treatment nr
mani
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tion oi complexion cream builds ur
the skin and Imnroves tho nnmniov- lon and Is guaranteed not to be In
jurious, sne also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes molej,
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and plm- pie cure and pile cure. AH of these
preparations
are nurelv
compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage.

in

i

v.i.i,i.

Notice is herebv riven ttinr .Tunn
de Dios Padilla of San Rafael, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final flve-venrnof In an
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
.vo. 6688. made December 3, 1901,
for the Wii NE4, and W4
Gas In the Stomach.
Section 26, Township 10 N, Range 10
NOTICE FCUl PUBLICATION.
Belching and that seime if
n.
W, and that said nrnnf will ha man.
so
often experienced after eating Is
Department of the Interior, Land before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
by
the formation of gas. The
at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, caused
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
stomach fails to perform its functions
ISO.
Dec. 29, 1906.
and
the food ferments.
ChamberHe names the following
itn
Notice Is hereby given that Luclo
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets will
Ortega of Chillll, N. M.. has filed no- to prove his continuous residence up correct
the
disorder. They aid digestice of his intention to make final on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
and strengthen and Invigorate
Josa R. Candelarla. Ituf.iel Ttal1a tion
proof In support of his
the
stomach
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No. Manuel Sanchez, BIsente Padla, all by all druggists.and bowels. For sale
6.702 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the of San Rafael. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
W'A NEi nnd EV4 NWi. Section
NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
Register.
12. Township 8 N.. Range 6 E., and
CREDITORS.
o
that said proof wll be made before
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
In
the District Court, Second JuII. W. S. Otero, United States Court
dicial District, Territory
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
of New
Department of the Interior, Land Of Mexico.
SI., on Feb. B, 1907.
ut
fice
M.
N.
Santa
Fe.
In
the
matter of O. A. Burtner
He names the following witnesses
January 29. 1907.
bankrupt. In bankruptcy.
to prove his continuous residence upNotice
is
hereby
o
given
To
that
tho
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Creditors of O. A. Burtner. or
Garcia, of Chillll, N. M.. has
Albuquerque, in the County of
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortega, iled notice
of
to
his
intention
make
Bernalillo,
.Territory of New MexLorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter, final five-yeproof in support of ico and District
Aforesaid, a Bankall of Chillll, N. M.
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. rupt:
MANUEL R. OTERO.
6591 made October 2, 1901, for the
Is
Notice
hereby
Register.
that on the
SE'i NW, EV4 SWVi and SW4 4th day of January,given
A. D. 1907. thd
Section 3, Township 8 N, Range said O. A. Burtner was
SE4,
duly adjudiNOTICE l OU PUBLICATION.
6 E, and that said proof will be made
cated bankrupt; and that the first
Department of the Interior,
Land before H. W. S. Otero, United States
meeting
f
his
creditors will be held
Office ot Santa Fe, N. M.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, at the ofliee
of M. E. Hlckey, In the
Dec. 29, 1906.
N. M.. on March 6, 1907.
Barnett
building.
In Albuquerque,
Notice Is hereby given that jesus
He names the following witnesses New Mexico, on
February 15th A D
Ortega of Chillll, N. M., has riled to prove his continuous residence
up1S07
.
at
10
o'cloc
k in the
notice of his intention to make final on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
at whic h time said creditors forenoon,
five-yeproof In support
may atof his
Manuel Y. Acunla. Antonio Sandn. tend,
prove
their claims, appoint a
entry No. val. Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all
claim, viz: Homestead
trustee.,
examine.,
the bankrupt and
6.703 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the of Chillll, X. M.
transact such other business as may
SW1 SV4. Section 1. W4 NWU
MANTEL R. OTERO.
,,,,,.
properly
said meeting.
and SW'i SW',4, Section 12, TownRegister.
M. E. HICKEY.
ship g N., Range 6 E., and that said
ree
"''Iti-iin Bankruptcy.
proof will be made before 11. W. S.
I'riini the t.nnc.
N"w M"xkA prominent
I'tero, United States Court Commismanufacturer.
Win.
"n.
i"o:'
,
N. M., on A. I'eitrtell, of I. mania. N. '.. relates
sioner, nt Albuiiut-rquea must remarkable
Feb. 5. 1307.
experience. He
He names the following witnesses says: "After taking less than three
PENNYROYAL
to prove his continuous residence up- bottles of Electric Hitlers, I feel like MOTT'S
PILLS
on, and cultivation of, tha land, viz: one rising from the grave. My trouFrancisco Garcia, Estolano Orteffo, ble is Blight's disease.. In the Diafully believe Electric
Lorenzo Sanchez nnd Edward Curler, betes slatie.
i.i tv ...,
Bitters will cure me permanently, for
all of Chillll. N. M.
.7
t "1 rj in. n.l
,J,
"
it
has already stopped the liver nnd
I t
MANUEL R. OTERO.
.
..
'" '
ill., tt
bladder complications
Register.
which have
trobuled me for years." Guaranteed
Try a Cit zeu want (.ivertlsement. by all druggists. Price only 50o.
run
UY
five-ye-
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President
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CHAPTER I.
The first sight which I ever had of
George EdalJI was enough In Itself
to convince me both of the extreme
improbability of his being guilty of
the crimes for which he was condemned, and to suggest some at least
of the reasons which had led to his
being suspected.
He had come to
my hotel by appointment, but I had
been delayed, and he was passing the
time by reading the paper. I recognized my man by his dark face, so
I stood and observed him. He held
the paper close to his eyes and rather
sideways .proving not only a high
degree of myopia, but marked astigThe Idea of such a man
matism.
scouring fields at night and assaulting cattle while avoiding the watching police was ludicrous to anyone
who can imagine what the world
looks like to eyes with myopia of
eight dioptres the exact value of
to
Mr. Edalji's myopia, according
Kenneth Scott, of Manchester square.
But such a condition, so hopelessly
had that no glosses availed In the
open air, gave the sufferer a vacant,
buldge-eyestaring
appearing,
which, when taken with his dark
skin, muRt assuredly have made him
seem a very queer man to the eyes
of an English village, and therefore
to be naturally associated with any
queer event. There, In a single physical defect, lay the moral certainty of
his Innocence, and the reason why he
should become the scapegoat.
Before seeing him I had read the
considerable
literature which had
been sent to me about his case. Af- d,

ill

a strong liberal In politics, and had
been known to lend the church
school room for meetings. Rome bitterness was aroused among the baser
local politicians by this action.
There were three surviving children
from this union George, who was
born In 1876, Horace In 1879, and
Maud In 1882. Of these Horace received a government post, and wad
absent at the time when the long persecution to which the family had been
subjected culminated In the tragedy
which overwhelmed his brother.
In the year 1888, Geo. EdalJI, being at that time twelve years of age,
a number of threatening anonymous
letters were received at the vicarage.
The aid or the police was railed In
and an arrest wes made. This was
at the vicarage,
of the servant-mai- d
one Elizabeth Foster, who was accused, among other things, of writing
up ribald sentences about her employers on outhouses and buildings.
She was tried at Cannock In 1889,
but her solicitor pleaded that It was
all a foolish joke, and she was bound
over to keep the peace. An attempt
has been made since to contend that
she was not guilty, but 1 take It that
no barrister could make such an admission without his client's consent.
She and her friends were animated
afterwards by bitter feelings of revenge; and there Is good reason to
believe that In this incident of 1888
Is to be found the seed which led to
the trouble of 1893-9- 5
and the subsequent trouble of 1903. The 1892-9- 5
letters only championed Elizabeth
Foster; the 1903 ones had no direct

S

your Iniquities?" "May the Lord strike
me dead If 1 don't murder Geo. EdalJI." "Your damned wife." "Tour horrid little girl." "I will descend into
the Infernal regions showering curse
upon you all." Such are a few of the
phrases In which maniacal hatred of
the EdalJI family is shown.
2.
The second characteristic of
the letters is a frantic admiration,
real or feigned, for the local police.
There was a Sergennt Upton on duty
In Cannock, who Is eulogized In this
way: "Ha, ha, hurrah for Upton!
Good old Upton! Blessed Upton. Good
old Upton! Upton is blessed! Dear
old Upton!
Stand up, stand up for Upton,
Ye soldiers of the cross.
Lift high your royal banner.
It must not suffer loss."
we
'The following In this district
ove truly the police of Cannock in
general." Again: "I love Upton. I
ove him better than life, because for
my sake he loRt promotion."
3. The third characteristic of these
letters, besides hatred of EdalJI and
eulogy of the police, Is real or simu
mania, taking the
lated religious
form, In some portions of the same
letter, that the writer claims to be
God, and In others that he Is eternally
lost In hell. So consistent Is this that
t is hard to doubt that there was a
real streak of madness In the writer.
4. A fourth remarkable character
istic of the letters is the Intimacy of-twriter with the names and af
fairs of the people In the district. As
many as twenty names will sometimes
be given, most of them with opprobrious epithets attached. No one can
read them and doubt that the writer
lived In the Immediate neighborhood
and was Intimately acquainted with
the people of whom he spoke.
One would Imagine
that under
these circumstances there would be
little difficulty In tracing the letters
to their source, but, as a matter of
fact, the handwriting was never recognized, nor was the culprit discover
ed. The opinion was strongly held.
however, by those who were most
concerned, that there was a connec
tion with the former Incident, and
that the letters were done by some
male ally or allies of the discharged
maid.
he
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story
Tills tlii'llllng uVUH-tlvwill Ih continued tomorrow and
for five ooiiMeoutlve days.
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INTERESTING EVENTS IN
AMERICAN HISTORY

Ylm

And then there is
Hill, of the Great

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

Maybe Harry Thaw Is to learn that
also hath no fury like n mother- scorned.

w

Nothing Coming to Him.
"Going to the lecture tonight?"
"No. My wife's out of town."

The Name

And there's some satisfaction
In
knowing that Gov. Sweetenham cannot possibly break' Into vam'evllle In
this country.

Wm.

of Kiekrtt.
lllcketta has been on the
sick list for the past two weeks.
Hardensburg (Ky.) Democrat.
A C'hho

Miss Pink

for honest advertising.

"Senator Tillman is accused by his
colleagues of converting the senate
nto a vaudeville show."
Did you say accused or credit

ed?"

Senator Guggenheim, so some east
ern newspaper has discovered, began life barefooted. That, no doubt,
accounts for his recent gum shoe
campaign.
"Do you think you get what's com- ng to you?"
'As a rule, yes. But what Interests
me more is getting the things that
are going away from me."

"Let's see. haven't you
tant relatives in London?'

some

dis

3

Burgoyne s army denied em
barkation at Boston.
mutiny in
1779 First organized
American service occurs on
PUZA.
IN
CONAN DOYLE
HIS Flit ST INTERVIEW WITH THE
Slit
board the United States frigate
ZLING MR.
EDALJI.
GEORGE
Alliance, bound from France
with Lafayette aboard.
ter seeing him I read still more, saw allusion to her, but a scurrilous post- 1862 An offer of mediation by
presented
by
the
France
or wrote to everyone who could in card on August 4 contained
the
French minister at Washingany way throw light upon the mat- words, "Why not go on with your old
ton; Secretary Seward declines
ter, and finally visited Wyrley and game of writing things on walls?"
the proffered help.
had a useful day's work upon the this being the very offense Elizabeth
spot. The upshot of my whole re- Foster was charged with. The read- 1868- - Congress excepts cotton from
the Internal revenue tax.
search has been to Introduce me to er must remember that In 1888 Geo.
a chain of circumstances which seem EdalJI was a schoolboy of twelve, and February 1
so extraordinary that they are far be- that the letters received at that date 1776 Americans take possession of
New York city; Gen. Charles
yond the invention of the writer of were in a formed handwriting which
enters the city in the su
fiction. At nil times in my inquiries could not possibly have been his.
burb, "The Fields" (City Hall
I have kept before my mind the suIn 1892 the second singular out
preme necessity of following truth break of anonymous letters
began,
Park.)
rather than any preconceived theory, some of which were published in the 1783- - Finp.l cessation of hostilities
and I was always prepared to exam- Staffordshire papers at the time by
with Great Britain.
ine any point against the accused with Mr. Eduljl, In the hope that their
Boston's first theater opened
ns much care as if it made for his In- style or contents might discover the
American ship Sedgley rescues
nocence, but I have felt at last that writer. Many were directed to the
160 men from
the sinking
it was an insult to my intelligence vicarage, but many others were sent
British ship Aurora.
to hold out any longer against the to different people In the vicinity, so 1S13- - Frigate Constellation Is 1'lmned
certainty that there had been an In- malevolent and so Ingenious that It
into Norfolk Harbor by a Brit'
conceivable miscarriage of Justice.
seemed as If a very demon of mis
Ish squadron.
S
Let me now tell the strange story chief were endeavoring to set the
from the beginning. I hope that 'he parish by the ears. They were posted 1631 Roger Williams arrives In Bos
effect of my narrative will be to at Walsall, Cunnock and various oth
ton from England.
raise such a wave of feeling In Eng- er towns, but bore Internal evidence 1783 Sweden acknowledges the In
land as will make some public recon- of a common origin and were all
dependence
of the
United
sideration of his case Inevitable, for tainted with 'the Elizabeth Foster In
States.
I am convinced that such reconsidcident. They lasted for three years. 1813 British Admiral Warren de
eration can only end in his complete and as they were accompanied by a
clares Chesapeake Bay to be In
acquittal and to his restoration to the long series of most ingenious and
a state of blockade.
ranks of that honorable profession elaborate hoaxes, It Is really wonder 1850 Henry Clay Introduces a bill
from which he has been most un- ful that they did not accomplish
In the senate for compromls
justly removed.
their proclaimed purpose, which was
fng of the slavery controversy,
The story begins as far back as the to drive their victim off his head.
February ft
EdalJI,
S.
year 1874, when the Rev.
On examination of such of these 1865 The duke of York enthroned
a Church of England clergyman of letters as I have been able to see,
as James II of England.
Miss
to
their prevailing characteristics are:
Parsee origin, was married
1736
New England shaken by an
1.
bride,
C. Stoneham.
A malignant, diabolical hatred
An uncle of the
earthquake.
16gift
of
it,
Edaljl
family,
of the whole
held the
as I understand
the
1.36 Great Britain grants letters o
George coming in for
the living of Great Wyrley, which
marque and reprisal against
was a parish, half agricultural and his fair share of the gross abuse.
the United States.
intensity,
In
is
from
mining,
six
Insane
miles
This
its
about
hatred
half
1832 Crew of the United States fri
Though and yet is so coldly resolute that
Walsall, in Staffordshire.
gate Potomac attacks Quallo
beyears
persecution
of
Mr.
constant
hree
EdalJI
this uncle's Influence
Batto in Sumatra, killing 150
Here are excame vicar of Great Wyrley, a cure caused no mt'lgatlon.
Malays and destroying
the
tracts to illustrate the point: "I swear
which he has now held for thirty-on- e
town.
years, living a blameless life In the by God that I will murder Geo. Edal- 1860 Secretary of war refuses to
sight of all men. Placed In the ex- jl sunn. The only thing I care about
surrender Fort Sumpter on de
ceedingly difficult position of a color- in this world Is revenge, revenge, remand of the confederates.
ed clergyman In an English parish, venge, sweet revenge, I long for, then 1S62 Captain
Foote
takes Fort
he seems to have conducted himself I shall be happy in hell." "Every
Henry, on the Cumberland
with dignity and discretion. The day, every hour my hatred Is growing
river.
only time that I can ever find that aguinst Geo. EdalJI." "Do you think
lie logai tender bill passes
any local feeling was raised against you Pharisee, that because you are a 1S62 Blaine
said: "It was the most
him was during flections, for he was parson God will adsolve you from
momentous financial step eve
taken by congress."
1778

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes
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"Say, old man. If I had any rela
tives In London, naturally they'd be
distant, wouldn't they?"
(iolng to Work.
"Bossly says he retired from poll-Ic- s
on account of his family."
"I guess thnt's right. His wife
hreatened to tuke In washing."
Apparently, the only two promi
nent men of letters in this country
who are not reporting the Thaw
trial are Wm. Dean Howells and Geo.
ohan.

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

Not Very Swell.

Pearl Friend entertained her

friends with a tacky party on Fri
day evening. Miss Ottle Morris and
Mr. Luke Taylor received the prizes.
Ellzabethtown (Ky.) News.
Theodore P. Shonts was the guest
of honor at a banquet given by the
Kansas City Knife and Fork club the
other night which brings up the old
Kansas City question, 'What do we do
with the forks?"

Wm. CHAPLIN

"You have had
farmer claims a 'possum fortune. What
that was caught in his trap escaped Mansfield?"
but left all Its skin behind. It is
"Th outfield,
certainly a coincidence that the story field, Ohio's, ball

your share ot misdid you play with
pard,

with

SHOE STORE

Mansfad-

came out the day Joe Bailey was ed away Into the night.
elected.
"And she married for a title, did
"How do you always manage to she?"
keep your husband home at night?"
"Yes."
"That's easy. I tell him I've made
"And she got It?"
an engagement to spend the evening
"Yes."
with somebody I know he doesn't
"What was It?"
like."
"Oh, I don't like to repeat It. Reconmember, she is entitled to
these sideration her sex gives." the
"I don't quite understand
financial terms," said Mrs. Smlthers.
"All the papers say Mr. Harriman
"Did you Interview the president
cut a melon. What kind of a melon?" of the trust this morning?" asked
my
"A watermelon,
dear," replied the city editor.
Smlthers, who knew a thing or two
"I did."
about flnunee.
"What did he say?"
"He said the manner In which the
Poor Benson For Hie 1Iom
Industrial enterprises and the finanMr. Llenkeamper
Our minister,
interest were being attacked conpreached a very fine sermon last Sun cial
him the country was going
day. As Is was the Hist we had this vinced
the dogs."
year, we hope we may follow hli to "By
the way, what did the chairteachings. Evans Valley correspond
man of that new reform organization
ence, New Philadelphia (O.) Demo say
when you interviewed him?"
crat.
"He said the manner In which the
"The official of a gas company in great Industrial enterprises and the
Cleveland has resigned and Is orga financial interests were attacking our
nlzlng an ice company. Can you beat Institutions convinced him the country was going to the dogs."
that?"
"Yes. I knew a coal man who sold
Ninety-fiv- e
girls In Parts were ask
out and bought a plumbing shop.
why they married, and not one
ed
pracson
And Isn't a
of Jesse James
answered that It was for love. But
ticing law?"
then the Paris girls have long been
"How beuutlful the country seems recognized as being unusually bright.
"Mr. Paekhorse." said the presi
In the summer time."
"No. How beautiful It seems in dent of the company, "you have been
In our service for over 10 years."
the winter time."
"Yes, sir," humbly admitted the
"What do you mean?"
"I mean that we always move to clerk.
"And in that time you not only
the country In May and stay there
have done your work without com
till November."
slighting it,
plaining and without
but you have done twice as much as
Benching For the Big Stick.
There seems to be on foot a pur- you should have done."
"I have only done what I thought
pose to present to the present legislature a bill abolishing the board of was right," said Mr. Paekhorse.
"Do you think that we have failed
public works of this city. If there
be such a purpose it will, of course, to appreciate your intelligent efforts?
soon have to take definite shape and We do, and very much. Indeed. We
come out in the open. When such have given you several substantial
Increases in salary, and now we
Is the case the Argus will nddress Itself to the situation. Goldsboro (N. propose to make your work lighter."
"oh, thank you. thank you
C. ) Argus.
much, indeed," stammered the conscientious clerk.
Squaring Tliiin: Willi Morlcy.
"Yes, we propose to make it very
We think that Moiley attended the
theater at Paulding last week. Not much lighter. Hereafter you shall
sure, but will have to mention his occupy the desk near the window."
name as he has sworn dire vengeance
Our HOl'ttll XHtV work don's have
on ye scribe's head. Also says we
have slighted him the past few to be washed over. Imperial Laun
weeks. Beg your pardon, Lord Nel- dry Co.
February 7
17S1
Gen. Greene arrives at Guil son. Antwerp (O. ) Bee.
ford Court House, N. C, and
An "FiHllnuilil" Jteorter.
there Joins the remainder o
Our ever alert reporter saw Mr. It.
his army.
1813 Capt. Forsyth, with 200 volun N. Thompson working Industriously
teers, crosses from Morristown In his garden one day last week. The
saw Mr.
to Elizabeth and surprises the next day our reporter
British, taking 52 prisoners Thompson sleeping In the hammock
It's marvelous
on his front stoop.
and 140 muskets.
how quickly our northern visitors be1905 AugUHt W. Machen and Dille
II. and Samuel A. Groff con come cllmatized. Shell Beach (Flit.)
Fudge.
vlcted of postal frauds.
February 8
President Vim Hill says the rail1690 Surprise and massacre of th
country need more
roads
English at Schenectady by 300 tracks. of Nothisdoubt Ylm believes
some
6
frenchmen and Indians;
be used
ones
could
of
additional
the
persons
killed, 30 captives when two trains try to pass each
taken, and village burned.
other.
proclaims
1M7 Col. Fremont
th
annexation of California an
"That fellow JSiiker Is a dead beat,"
assumes office of governor.
declared the collector. "I've found
1S9Sof Spanish. Minister De him out at lust."
Lome, reflecting on President
"Humph," grunted the oilier col- COMING IV OUT OK THE COLI
McKlnli-ypublished.
heated
lector, "I've called at his office every 'we appreciate a perfectly
(
February
day for a month and always found house, but It is not every house that
According to terms or pear him out."
1674
Is properly warmed. If yours is lack
between England and Holland,
lug In any way, or If you are unde
governor.
"
Anthony
the Dutch
'Souse me. pard. for askln', but elded what is the best system to InColve, is to surrender New can't you stake me to a dime? You stall in a new house and need inforAmsterdam to the British.
don't know how it hurts my pride, mation that is trustworthy and val'i'J'.i
Frigate
Constellation,
Com. old man, but I'm ht.irvln'. I ain't no uable, let us know of your trouble.
module Truxtun commanding, common hobo, no, indeed. I've seen We are specialists for hot water, hot
(.aplures French frigate
better days why, pard. I used t' air and steam heating.
of 48 officers and 400 play with Mansfield."
seamen, after one hour's
"Here's a quarter, buy some thing Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
to eat," said the
old man

CURE YOURSELF AT HOME

Most persons who are afflicted with Contagious Mood Poison hesitate to
go to a physician for several reasons.
In the first place the expense is
heavy, and they know that the inevitable treatment will be mercury and
potash, strong minerals that act with disastrous effects on the delicate parts
of the system, and which do not, after all, really cure the disease. What
they want is a safe, reliable treatment that can be taken at home and a per
fect cure made of this loathsome disorder without unnecessary exposure or
expense. Such a remedy is t. S. h. it ts the only medicine that goes down
to the very bottom of the trouble and drives out the last trace of the poison
so that there are never any signs of its return. It does not contain a particle
of mineral in any form, and after removing the disease from the circulation
builds up every part of the system by its fine vegetab le tonic properties.
S. S. S. attacks the trouble at its head and
not only permanently cures the disease for
the one utllicted, but so purifies the Mood that
future offspring is insured against infection.
S. S. S. may be taken in the privacy of your
home and a perfect cure made of this hateful
and loathsome trouble. For the assistance of
PURELY VEGETABLE
those who are curing themselves with S. S. S.
we have prepared a special book on Contagious Wood Poison which contains
instructions of great value to all blood poison sufferers. We will be glad
to send a copy of this book free, and if additional instructions or advice
is wanted, our physicians will furnish it without charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA,
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arness
at Reduced
Prices.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornsr First

1794-179-

BLOOD

All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

Chancellor Day has been talking
again. Pretty soon the chancellor
will be In the same class as the old
ady whose husband asked If she
were talking again "or yet."

An Ohio

February

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

As a matter of fact, the reason the
president didn't roast Shunts was
that he has grown accustomed to
men quitting canal Jobs.

Miss
(f

talks.

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

Strut

and T(Jraa Avenue

ooooooeoooeoooco

.4

oooooooooeooooi
Horse
Clothing, Lap Robes,

Whips, Axle Oils

V

A

Few Words

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
Insist on the famous SA.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we- ar

and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for 165.90.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store
No.

212 North Second
Albuquerque, N. M.

ooooooooooooo.

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine

Works

R. P. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and I?rass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Orade 15ars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Roplr on Mining mnd Mill Maehlnory m mptolmtty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
16.50
BLOCK
BE3T AMERICAN
$8 50
PER TON

WOOD
BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

S.

Beaven

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAIIROID AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

c.

408 Wist Railroad Avanua

W. L. THIMBLE & CO.
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BEST TOUUXUL'TS IX THE CITT
street, between Itallroad and
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mmunicatlon from Las Vegas on the question
rvuiitjr irhool superintendents. With that communicattmn Ihls paper takes Issue In toto. We do not believe
ttiat the office of county superintendent of schools Is the
mt Important olllce In the county. We do not be
Ueve that no man is qualified to hold the office who has
tut had teaching experience. We do not believe that
mch experience should be made a necessary condition to
lection to that ofllce. We do not believe that the office
should be changed from elective to appointive.
In the first place, the duties of the county superln
leudent are not educational and they cannot be made
durational. There Is more need that he be a man of
lousiness sagacity, personal Integrity and physical nctlv
Ky than that he shall have had some experience as a
echer. It Is not his duty to teach, but It Is his duty
to see that the schools get as good teachers as niny be
imedble under the circumstances, and that these teach
ers discharge their duties and get their pay. To be a
rood Judge of a horse does not require that the man
Khali have had experience as a horse, nor to be a good
idge of a teacher Is It needful that one should have
taacht. The teacher may have been an exceedlnly poor
experience would be
me himself, and then his
detrimental rather than an advantage. Then, too, there
ia do more sense In requiring the county superintendent
to have been a teacher than there would be In requiring
every member of a city board of education to be a re
tired member of that profession. The whole contention
ta exceedingly assumptive and illogical.
When the author of the Las Vegas communication
aisned 'Kducatlonal Committee," says. "It doesn't make
so much difference how the desired effect Is accomplish
d whether the matter of appointment be left to the
territorial superintendent or to the territorial board of
rducation, or whether the office remain elective," etc.
The Cltisen begs to say that it makes the greatest differ'
ence in the world to the people of the several counties
whther their school superintendent shall be appointed
by the territorial superintendent, who Is himself appointed, or by the territorial board of education, also
appointed, both Irresponsible to the people In every par
ttcular; or whether the people shall select their own su
perintendents to manage their own schools.
There has already been vastly too much appointment and not enough election. Power must come back
to the people. Kspeclally Is this true In a territory
where the people are shorn largely of the rights of
American cltixenship. The Citizen looks to the legi?- tatare to extend the rights of the people, rather than
to curtail them. Give us the election of district attor-ejrgive us the filling of vacancies In our own county
officers, and by all means do not take from us the
Kven Alaska Is
election of our county superintendents.
demanding home rule, and it would be a remarkable
spectacle to the whole country to see New Mexico tak
ing from the hands of her people the selection of their
county school superintendents, In order that these offices
may be filled without their consent by appointees of an
aippintee they had no voice in selecting territorial su
perlntendent but who was chosen by another ap
polntee the governor chosen at Washington without
auiy reference to the will of the people and by the
president for whom the people of New Mexico are not
permitted to vote. Such would be getting as close to
Siberia and as far away from American ideas as pos
sible Iet the people elect all their officials of every
Krade and character so far as may be possible.
a,

MATTER OF WEATHER

There Is a natural human Instinct that is gratified by the sight
of anything hallowed by association with n great man or with
Mi great
deeds. So people make pilgrimages to the town whose
streets were once trodden by
Shakespeare, and Hartford guard
'11 ed her Charter Oak for centuries
'A
because it had once had a hole in
7
J
it that helped to save the llbcr- " t'''
WJ
.1 ties of a colony.
Hut In most
cases the connection between the
Mark Twain
great man or the great event and
Shnkespeare might
the relic we revere Is accidental.
have lived In any other town as well as Stratford, and
Connecticut's charter might have been hidden In a
woodchuck hole as well as In the Charter Oak. But
It was no accident that planted Lincoln on a Kentucky
farm, half-wa- y
between the lakes and the gulf. The
association there had substance In It. Lincoln belonged Just where he was put.
If the union was to be
saved. It had to be a man of such an origin thnt should
save it. No wintry New England Brahmin could have
regarding the disdone It, or any torrid cotton-plante- r,
tant Yankee as a species of obonoxlous foreigner. It
needed a man of the border, where civil war meant
the grapple of brother with' brother and disunion a
raw and gaping wound.
It needed one who knew
slavery not from books only, but as a living thing, knew
the good that was mixed with Its evil, and knew the
evil not merely as it affected the negroes, but In its
hardly less baleful Influence upon the poor whites. It
needed one who knew how human all the parties to
the quarrel were, how much alike they were nt bot
tom, who saw them all reflected In hlmslf, and felt their
dissensions like the tearing apart of his own soul.
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SOCIAL MEETINGS

A meeting of the St. Andrew's society win be held this evening at the
office of Dr. Macbeth, In the Barnett
building.

A card party will bo given at St.
Mary's hall by the ladles of the
Catholic Ladles' Aid society, on Fri-

day evening, Feb.

8.

In commemoration of St. Blaise,
throats were blessed after each ser-

vice held In the Church of the Immaculate Conception yesterday.
At a special meeting of the Salva
tion Army, held at the new hall on
Silver avenue last night, the address
was delivered by W. E. Mauger.
0

Mrs. F. B.

January and baby came

home this afternoon from Albuquerque, where she had been the guest
of her sister, Mrs. W. K. Etter. Saturday's Las Vegas Optic.
Alamo Hive No. 1, Ladles of the
Maccabees, will meet In Odd Fellows'
hall tomorrow
at 2:30
afternoon
o'clock. A full attendance Is desired.
Business of importance.

1

2

15.000 miles less than the average annual blow of the
previous seventeen years. The records also show that
the average annual rainfall for the last seventeen years
was three inches greater than the average annual rainSnow,
fall of the first seventeen years.
in m letter inclosing the record, declares thnt the wind
baa m moderated in recent years that the old Dutch
windmill near the State university, one of the old landmarks of Kansas, had to quit business.
This certainly shows a progressive amelioration and
improvement In climate which Is of the utmost IntereFt
atud importance. The benefit which New Mexico coul3
derive from similar reports, if accurately kept, needs
not to be dwelt upon. However, they have not been accurately kept as far as this territory is concerned. The
"6 of the New
last report being that for December.
Mexico section of the cllmatologlcal
service of the
weather bureau, shows that the report from Albuquerque for that month, on temperature and precipitation,
failed to be made on ten different days, thus making the
report absolutely worthless as fur as Albuquerque is
concerned, and vitiating it largely for the whole territory. It would not be quite so bad if the failure had
came from some little
place, like Win-orIn Han Miguel county, for there are six other stations In that county; but the neglect to report for one-thiof the entire month comes from Albuquerque, the
chief city of the territory and the only station In Herna-iill- o
county the weathlest county in New Mexico.
The Cltisen has called the attention of the Commercial club to this frequent failure, on several previous occasions, and it now calls the same to the attention of the
JJuotiters club. Uy these neglects Albuquerque Is deprived of a large quantity of valuable advertisement
because in making comparisons of years with years and
sections of the territory with other sections. Section Director iJnney in Ills valuable publications is compelled
U omit Albuquerque from the comparisons made.
1

a.

rd

Kxperiments upon a number of men have show,
that a man live feet high ami welching 126 pounds will
Mrt ou an averuge 156 pounds through a vertical distance of eight Inches; or 217 pounds through a height
f 1.8 inches. Others, 6 1 feet high and weighing 18 3
IKiund. could lift the IjS pounds to a height of IS
inches, or 117 pounds to a height of six Inches, other
feet X inches high and weighing 1HS pounds
awi
could lift IDS pounds to u height of 16 fnclies. or ill
pounds to a height or Inches. Uy a great variety of
experiments it was shown thai the average human
tctrenjftli is equivalent to raising 3o pounds through a
distance of 2 Vi feet in one second.
chances to marry iucreuse from the
time she is 15 years of age until
is L'.",. Then the
chances decrease until she is UK. when her prospect ."?
marrying Is exceedingly small. From 1.". to
years
ktiows her chance of marrying to he 13'i per cent; from
20 to 15 years, 4!) per cent; from 1U to 30, 17 per cent;
to 4, 3 per cent;
from SO to 35, 14 per cent; from
from 40 to 45. 2 ',4 per cent; from 4.1 to r,o,
of 1 pi r
cent; from 50 to 56, 'i of 1 per cent, anil for the rest
uf her life the remaining ' of 1 per cent.
A woman's

There are certain reptiles, wen- are told, which,
having hypnotized their prey birds and smaller quadrupeds first cover I hem with slimy slobber from tho
captor's nuiutli to render ihr captives mole easily swallowed. The morning paper seems to have organized a
tdobbcring committee, of which it is the chief slobherer,
while Is democrat aides and iilicttoi follow suit according to the measure of tin ir swral abilities.
Tin
unfortunate victims selected to lie covered with their
tdime are usually certain republicans whom they
as disaffected towards the present republican territorial organization and whom they consider sufficiently
easy tf influence.
The supply of slime seems to be
but so far there has not been sufficient re.
ult to pay for the effort.

4, 190T.
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At the meeting to be held this even
ing in Salvation Army hall on Silver
avenue, near Second street.
Mr.
Maples, treasurer of the Army, will
deliver the address. A cordial Invitation Is extended to the public to

There will be a business meeting
of the Woman's club tomorrow
WILLIAM McINTCSH, Pruldeol
(Tuesday )afternoon, at 3:30, In the
Commercial club building. Business
The above article by the great American author of Importance will come before the
and humorist refers to the movement on foot to make club and all members are requested
of the Lincoln birthplace farm a national park of to be present.
patriotism.
Considering the preservation
of Mount
A stereopticon lecture will be given
Vernon, the Washington monument, the classic tomb of on Thursday evening
at the First
Grant, and the score of other memorials to lesser heroes Presbyterian church, by Prof. J. H.
of our republic. It is really a remarkable Instance of Crum, of the University
of New
Mexico.
national neglect that
The subject will be "Hob- mo-ert Burns," and the lecture will deal
than forty
with the life and poetry of the great
years should have
Scotchman.
passed without a fit
ting tribute to the
Dr. Marshall Choate Crouch enter
memory of Lincoln,
tained in a pleasant and instructive
who bore the heavi
manner a large audience In the Congregational church on Saturday night
est burden ever car
with his lecture, entitled, "The Simried by an American
ple Life." Ho also spoke yesterday
president and fell In
morning at the regular service of the
harness, a victim of
church.
assassination. There
Is no knowing when
Invitations are Issued for the anany action would
nual reception of the Lew Wallace
chapter of the Duughters of the
have been taken had
American Revolution, to be held on
it not been that the
Washington's birthday, Feb. 22. The
Lincoln birthplace
reception will take place at the resifnrm was put up nt
"
Uifti
dence of Mrs. James H. Wroth, corfir
auction in August, 0y iwrmiiou
ner of Copper avenue and Fifth
'
'
1905, that the pro- street.
Abruliam Lincoln
ceeds might be used
A large audience gathered at the
to pay back taxes. All but one of the bidders repre
sented some business concern, anxious to get control Lead avenue Methodist church last
to hear Prof. W. D. Sterling,
of the property for advertising purposes; but this one evening,
the recentlyr appointed superintendbidder saved the farm and averted what would have ent
of public schools, deliver an adbeen a national disgrace.' He represented a private citi
Inter- LAUGF, CONGREGATION
dress on "The Will of God."
zen, who believed the historic ground should he the est was added to the occasion by a
WORSHIPS IXDKKGROLND.
property of the Amrlcan people, and, having acquired special musical program.
As this
Blddeford,
Mass., Feb. 4. A bazaar
tne place, he turned it over to an association of public- - was tho first public appearance of
spirited men. who quickly organized and determined to Prof. Sterling outside of work con- is being held here today to reduce
develop It Into a Lincoln national park that should nected with bis official duties, he was the church debt and restore the
with more than ordinary edifice, The members of St. Andre's
stand forever as a shrine of patriotism find neace. n listened to ana
tne impression left
fitting memorial to the great citizen who was born attention
upoa his heao. was decidedly In hl9 parishin to the number of 3,000 worship
v
the basement ot the church
there.
"
favor.
V
as that is all that la completed of
The farm Is Ideal for such a purpose. Consisting
Karl Lehman, field secretary of the the edifice. The bishop has promof one hundred and ten acres in the rolling
s
Society
of Christian Endeavor, fin ised the parishioners that when they
region of Larue county, Kentucky, it is crossed by a
his labors in Albuquerque last reduce the church debt to 10,000 he
lshed
picturesque stream, has many shady groves, and pos evening, with an address on "World will finish building the church so if
sesses the famous rock spring near which it Is pro Wide Endeavor," before a large au- - the parish today can raise $5,000
will again have a church to
posed that the Lincoln statue shall be erected.
But a (fence at the First Presbyterian they
short distance away, along the turnpike, stands the old church.
The
occasion was the worship In.
anniversary of the formill where Lincoln used to go with his father, the boy twenty-sixt- h
seated astride a sack of corn on the broad back of the mation of Christian Endeavor and
old mare. When the park Is developed It Is said that was distinguished by a rally of all
the Christian Endeavor societies In
the Louisville & Nashville railroad
will establish a Albuquerque.
H. S. Lithgow presid
bianch terminal near the entrance.
cd over the meeting, which was conThe plan of the Lincoln Farm association is very ducted entirely by the Christian En- simple, and seems to have been inspired by a profound deavorers. The address of Mr. Leh
A walk of two blocks will
belief in the individual patriotism of Americuu men man was In tho main historical and
you many dollars, that
save
thoroughly
therefore
Instructive.
His
and women. Instead of appealing to a wealthy few to
carry out the work, the Association has given Its cause stay here has infused new life into you are now paying to
to the whole people, asking "every man, woman, and the society which he represents.
other merchants, whose
child in whose heart Is the love of country and a rever
and expense you must
rent
ence for the memory of Lincoln" to become a member.
COMPETITION MAKES
help to pay. I occupy my
Kach member Is called upon to contribute whatever he
or she wishes, provided it Is not less than twenty-liv- e
own building and am sell
cents or more than twenty-fiv- e
VALENTINES CHEAPER ing clothing
dollars, and to every
and shoes
member is issued
.
nw ijsw.
without rent charges.
large.
a
hand.
r. , awi
somely engraved
Valentines are cheaper this year
ever before on account of the
certificate of than
competition
tremendous
in
their
membership, manufacture.
bearing the seal
S16 Hf Railroad Av:
The maker of valentines shakes
of the association,
sighs:
sadly
his
head
and
graphs of the
"Valentine business isn't what It
the auto-flceused to be. A quarter of a century
and trus- ago
we had barrels of money as lhtees. The name season approached,
but today, even
of the member Is though we huve a plant 3 times as
then entered In big as then, there Isn't the same
nJ ft
permanent money to be made. And it isn't bethe
"ntalog. which is cause valentines are out of fashion,
but because there are so many makto be kept forever In u place of ers In the field."
11
When a maiden's heart flutters exnonor In the hisW,
.... r
torical building to pectantly as she opens ihe dainty
be erected at the love message sent to her on St. Valday she bus little Idea of the
park. Thus the entines
enormous amount of work It has takfunds are being en to transform a dingy piece of
raised by popular .neap paper into such a gorgeous
membership sub- love- token.
scriptions, and alPoets and painters, printers, paper
ready the names makers and paper weuvers ull have
EEHERAL CONTRACTOR
are coming in by a hand In the making of valentines.
s.vix
i.ivcoi.v.
from a The artist comes first. Ho makes
It Iuim Ih'mi Miiiiri-stt'Hint iiIkim. hundreds
pencil sketch of his Idea. SomeHouse moving. Well drilling and
every state In the
the lamoiiH ItiH-- Soilnir
uhii-l- i
driving.
liuiilii diank as a lMv. u conv of union, more than times he Hies for weeks before his
famous Maine of l.ln. fifteen thousand idea Is accepted. The design Is then
Near
Cold
and
Seventh. Phone 711
Im- rs:-cl.
transferred to a lithographic stone
odn
having Joined
and printed in several colors. A die
ore .November 1. The
unions, federal orders, is made which will emboss and cut
historical societies, women's clubs, and organizations of out the design ut one operation.
all sorts have pledged themselves to spread the work
Big steel cylinders, heated and
during the coming winter, and seventy-fiv- e
to exert un enormous pressure
per cent of
are used to change cheap, rough pathe dally newspapers, lecoirnizinir in,. I.r,i,..ii..
per
d
into the smooth
ratic spirit and typical Americanism of the movement.
paper used in the making of valenhave promised to giv the tremendous weight of pubtines.
licity to It.
presses
Lithographic
print
the
1
The officers and board of trustees of The Lincoln hearts, nosegays, Cupids, etc., on big
:
(,v.
Farm association, which has its offices at 71 Broad- sheets of cardboad.
Nine printings
way. New York City, are as followsare necessary before the original deJoseph W. Folk, president, governor of Missouri: sign submitted by the artist is built
up and completed.
Joseph II. Choate.
to England: Henrv
The next operation is the embossalerson. editor of Louisville "Courier-JournalCar ing of the designs.
dinal c.ibbons. archbishop of Baltimore; Edward M.
.'tiler machines turn out the dcli-at- e
Shepar.l. lawyer and author; August Belmont, director
lace paper that is used so much
ol Louisville & Nashville railroad; Horace
on valentines. Then, again, there are
Porter,
i
to Frame; William Travels Jerome, dis- machines for the crimping of paper.
trict attorney of New York county; Jenkin Lloyd Jones,
After all this work Is gone through of the most
nutritious
of foods
director Lincoln centre. Chicago; Charles A. Towne, the materials thus manufactured are good, wholesome
bread and less of
(anted into the finishing room, the
congressman from New York; William
.
T.ift. secreand note your gain
where tin-rare scores of girls, who, In health.
tary of war; Lyn.au J. .lag...
in money saving, be- of treasury;
litto
lingers
posihle,
with
the
swiftest
,.r 'Collier's"; Ma M. Tarbell,
Norman Ilapgo.-dsnip off some lace paper here and eause bread is cheaper than hieats
ol
Lincoln; s!;imUe
Just n gratifying
I..
Clemens ("Mark paste it on there, add a bit of bright-colore- d totnd
appetite. To get the best bread
the
Twain"); Augustus
puff
lace,
of
and
sculptor;
a
or
ribbon
Albert
ami other Hour products, alwavs orShaw, editor of "Ueview of
Thomas Hast- so on until a valentine In all Its der lUTTIHt fltl'-AM.ings, architect; Bohert J. Collier, of "Collier's"; Clarglory Is finished and pinned on the
wall
ence Mackay, treasurer, president I'ostal Teleirranb
for the showcase,
PIONEER BAKERY,
le company; Ki. hard Lloyd Jones, secretary.
.SiiIwi-IIm- '
tot The livening CilUcii.
MSOUTM riHtT BTRKKT.

SOLOMON LUNA.

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer

tad Miiafer

For the
Best Line of

e
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)
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Albuquerque
See Ours

"Jfct-'lui-

WlclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Gloml, Vice President

il'iu.i

Treisarer.

SuccesiorBto

u

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WHOLKBALK DCALCR IN

Wa

averytblng la Hock to outfit tba
taott fastidious bar eomplata

Have been appointed exclusive agent In the Southwest for Joe. ft.
8chlltz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone.
Green River, W. H. McBrayefe Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
rcn, and other standard brands of whiskies too numeroue to
mention.
ARE N0T COMPOUNDERS.
S?1..!?11.1116 Btr,ht rUc.le as received by us from tne best wineries.
Distilleries and Breweries In tbe United Stat a. Call and Inspect
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Priee fclst
Issued to dealera only.
a.toeiMg

DON'T PAY RENT

or

Humphrey

OVALS

n

r

E. M AH ARAM

""ta,

c.

HEAT with the
Whole of it.

"v

COOK with

Half of it.

nf-wi- th

Simple,

rs

A. D. Johnson

Cheap,
Economical.

rr

The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

.Phono Red 98
(Eighty-fiv- e

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY

.

EAT MORE

BY THE...

WHITSON
MUSIC
(Established
1882.)

satin-tlnishe-

tome

in

Saint-Caudcli-

;

-

x--

?

Everythlna In music
Sold on our new easy ray.

from a talking machine to a Grand Piano
ment plan
116 South Second street
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

J. F. PALMER

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGf
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED
eOlNorth First Street.
Bo'th

MwnHanewiMaansaBBsaaBmnai

I

The St. Elmo
JQSEPH

"

dy

CO.

ana examine our new Monday stock.

":

.

Years the Standard of Piano Construction')
Conceded today to be tht best in the world

Saiiit-tiaiiilt'ii-

-

Mellnl, tocretary

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kaap

blue-gras-

-1

Cbma.

O. Bachechi,

Consolidated Liquor Company

,

The Kansas university has conducted a weather
years. For purposes of
bureau for the past thirty-fou- r
comparison the records are divided Into two periods of
seventeen years each, and they nhow that the average
annual blow of wind for the last seventeen years was

FEBRrARY-

t

20

BARNETT, Prop't.

West Railroad Arenue

Finest Whiskies

""

Bandies. Etc.

CLuaLRoonta

i
J

MO00Oe00000OaiabJk3M

r
Monday, fkmivauy

CRY

4,

EVENING CITIZE3.

ALBUQUERQUE

im.

NOT CHARLIE

JUSTIFIED

SHOT

"Five dollars, or five days," from
he bench.
The fine was paid,
said the
"do and sin no more,
magistrate.
To judge from the appearance of
the defendant's face he had been In
recently what Kit Carson would term
a difficult'." tine of his eyes was In
mourning and his face bore other un
mistakable signs of conflict.
Tonight Mayor McKee and the city
fathers will name a new police Judge.
The choice lies between George It.
Craig, who was elected Justice of the
pence In precinct 26 and W. W. Mc- Clellnn, elected In precinct 12, the
city building precinct.
Roth have
friends it. the council.

JONES
BY

HIS

OWN GUN

BY FACT

Employes Fewer Than For Shot Gun Explodes as Victim
Years-Distr- ict
Mounted His Horse. FracAttorney
JUDGE JESUS ROMERO
turing the Knee Joint.
Bill All Right.
(
Jones, nrortrletor of the East
Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 4. The
opening pensions of ttie legislative as- Kml Inn. on Mnuntuln road. nine
sembly are now over. The prepara- miles east of the city, was brought
tory work of organization has been to the city this morning with his left
completed and the coming week Is le shattered at the knee. He was
hospital,
looked forward to by the members as taken to the St. Joseph
one of the busy sessions for all con- where the wound was dressed Dy ur.
cerned. Despite the fact that rumors C. a. Cornish.
were current that there had been conMr. Jones was perfectly conscious
siderable trouble and dissension over on reaching the city and told the
the question of employes In both story of the shooting In the following
houses, the matter was adjusted ami- words:
cably and to the satisfaction of all.
"T wns Kolnir out to find the old
The party leaders here, contrary to mare, and thought I'd take the shotnewspaper reports In some sections of gun along and shoot a rabbit. I tied
the territory, make no attempt at the tun and started to get on, when
concealing the number of employes. the gun went off, shooting me In the
The total for both houses Is ninety-fou- r knee."
and It may be further added
thing
It
will be a fortunate
r
that they were chosen with a view if th
are able to save the In
anyto their capabilities more than
jured leg, as the wound Is directly In
thing else. The question of pay also the k.iee joint.
alhas been adjusted and the $15,000
lowance will not be exceeded one cent
necessary. SANTA RITA CASE
more than is absolutely
employes It Is planWith ninety-fou- r
ned to make the average $3 each per
day. This means that for the entire
BE
RETIRED
TO
session of the assembly the pay roll
will amount to about $17,000 or two
thousand dollars in excess of the appropriation. This amount may be re- VKKDICT OF $25,000 WAS TOO
MICH FOK PKFKXDAN
duced somewhat when the pay roll Is
PLAINTIFF SKKKS $5(1.000
ntirely prepared.
FOR ALLEGED
It has been exceedingly hard to get
the necessary expert help this year
In either house at the rute of pay made
necessary by any attempt to keep the Special to The Evening Citizen.
pay roll at the minimum desired. As
Socorro, N. M.. Feb. 4. Judge
a result several first class stenograph Frank
l
W. Parker has granted a
ers and translators, whose services
&
L.
case
In
Geo.
the
of
Turner
had been counted upon, refused to Co. vs. the
Santa Rita Mining com
take the positions allotted to them.
from Grant county to
The ordinary employes, such as door pany, brought
county on a change of ven
keepers, assistants to the sergeants-at-arm- s, Socorro
etc., will receive pay much ue, at the last term of the district
be remembered that
less than has been customary In years court. It will special
Interest on ac
past, not only In New Mexico ,. In the case is of
count of the large amount of dam
other territories and states.
The expense customary for extra ages asked, $o0,000, and on account
employes will be much less than the of the fact that the case Is probably
amounts allotted for this purpose two the first of Its kind ever brought In
In their complaint,
years ago and four years ago by the New Mexico.
plaintiffs allege that defendants en
legislative assembly.
tered Into a conspiracy to ruin their
District Attorney Hill.
The center of attraction thus far business by threats and intimidations
their customers.
has been the district attorney bill, in directed against
troduced in the house by Mr. Beach The trial lasted about a week and
giving to the people of the territory resulted in a verdict of $25,000 for
Bonham & Holt, of
the power to elect district attorneys the plaintiffs.
and taking away the power of an exe- Las Cruces, &represent the plantfffs,
Barnes, of Silver City,
cutive to appoint them. The bill and Harllee
passed the house by a vote of 17 to and W. B. Chllders, of Albuquerque,
7 and is now In committee in the represent the defendants.
council. There appears to be no
doubt on the part of the legislators
E
that the bill will be enacted into a
law even over the veto of the govern
or If necessary.
DEAD AT EL PASO
A preliminary caucus of the council bears out this statement. . The
bill has been a subject for the bitterest attacks possible to make against
In Kl Paso on Thursday of last
it, but It has weathered the storm, the week the spirit of Horton
Moore
only argument of any consequence passed to Its maker, after one of the
advanced against it is the under- - hardest struggles, lasting years, mor
handed statement that the measure tal man ever made for life. Burial
Is aimed as a retaliatory shot at the was made at Las Cruces Saturday.
Since the bill has The deceased was 37 years of age. He
administration.
been thoroughly considered there has was a native of Kentucky. He studied
been a decided failure on the part of law In the old home state and gradu
eVen Its enemies to show the retali
ated there with honor. Ten years ago
atory "part. It is simply a matter of he was married to Miss Catherine
government
the
of
home rule of
Adams in Louisville. Ky., and brought
people by the people for the people.
her a bride to Albuquerque, N. M.,
1
tu
lc
Home
where they lived for seven years, he
by
New
Mexico
of
residents
The
practicing law there. Seven years ago
up
big
in
they
vote
favor
rolled
the
a baby was born to them. A wife and
of statehood offered them under the son In Las Cruces mourn the loss of
Hamilton enabling act displayed their a loving husband and father and a
desire for home rule and It Is argued mother In the Blue Grass country
that their representatives in the leg mourns the loss of a son.
from
islature could not withhold
Horton Moore was the victim of
them the right to elect their district consumption. In his death Ims Cru
attorneys the most Important of the ccs loses a worthy citizen and New
lesser officials. As the people look Mexico bar loses an able member.
into the merits of this bill, they have
begun to make their desire known to
their legislators by hundreds of let C.
ters, petitions and personal requests
for its passage, which are coming in
from all sections of New Mexico.
PRISED BY FRIENDS
re
So numerous have been the
quests for Its passage that it was
d
legislator
stated by a
C. I. Frederick, of 417 North Arno
that were the committee to delay a re street,
was the victim of a pleasant
port on the measure two weeks long
Under in
er, the bill would be passed by unani- surprise party last night.
mous vote in the council. It is even structions given by Mrs. Frederick
suggested by some that the bill. If It the guests assembled at the Smith
home, on North Arno street,
and
is passed, will never be vetoed
went to the Frederick home armed
Voto liuylitg Not I'opiilnr.
The bills Introduced in the house with baskets tilled with good things
disqualifying legislators for office un- to eat, and Mr. Frederick was taken
unuwares.
thirty
About
til after adjournment of the assembly wholly
Games were
and to make It a felony for them to guests were present.
be Influenced in matters of legisla- played and cards, music and a feast
Mr. Frederick's
tion by promises of office from terri- was indulged In.
d
birthday
anniversary
torial officials, are looked upon now
as a well taken precautionary meas was the occasion.
ure.
It Is a hard thing to run to earth
the rumors of the offering of territor CRAWFORD RETIRES FROM
ial jobs to legislators In return for
votes not because such rumors are
OFFICE OF POLICE JUDGE
not easily traceable but because those
approached with offers of Jobs are
loath to discuss the matter at all. pre
fcrring if possible to keep clear of the Mitl.lXLAN
TRIES
SOLITARY
stench that might be created.
city
corxciL
nitrxK
Howevev, it is to the credit of Ilur
new ixrr.M- sum's Tools" that to date none can
HEXT TOMGIIT.
he found who have changed their
stand on any measure of consequence
I'ndccidcd as to whether his term
by the acceptance of office for his
of oflit-as Justice of the peace exvote.
However, the necessity for Intro pired at midnight last night or possidiicing such bills. Is considered at al bly tonight. Judge Crawford appeared at police court this morning at
events a step in the right direction.
the usual hour to find that there was
BIJOiJAN.
one solitary drunk In
confinement,
awaiting trial. Also he found W. W.
McClellun, the newly elected Justice
CRESTON CLARK IN
of the peace in precinct No. 12, in the
city building. He was there to take
"THE RAGGED MESSENGER' charge of his. new ofllce. Chief
was at his desk as usual looking over the reports of night patrolmen.
It waa freely said of t'restnii t'laike
Believing that it was the proper
in "Monsieur Heaucaire," last season course to retire this morning, Ju.lge
that he never failed to captivate ht Crawford
that he would
audience, dazzling them by his bril not try theannounced
case of the solitary ofliant work. The critics this season fender.
have not even tried to give the thea
Gathering up some books
pag
public an Idea of the urtis pers of a personal nature he and
turned
tic merits of Mr. Clarke's Impersonato Chief McMillin, extended his hand
tion of the modern role of John Mur-to- and said:
tho clergyman, in "The Rugged
"Well, good bye Mac. our relaMessenger." They one and all have tions have always been very pleasant."
go
to see
merely said: "Be sure you
"Good bye," responded the chief,
this tpltndid actor in his gredtes-- t who warmly shook the proffered
success."
hand, "I'm sorry to see you go."
t'reston Clarke will present "The
Five minutes later J. A. Salaralo,
Hanged Messenger" at the Klks' a native young man was arraigned
opera house on Saturday night.
bi fore Justice McClellun.
A charge
of being drunk and disorderly was
preferred against him and the deWe do It right. R0UCH DRY.
Co.
fendant admitted his guilt.
ilni-tn-

new-tria-

P.F

well-poste-

sixty-secon-

pioit

to

HOLDS PROBATE COURT

n,

y

FOR

Elks' Opera House

PUBLIC NOR SAGE
(By Rev. Tlio. Harwood.)

To the Editors of The Evening citizen
Why should you gentlemen such lib-

erties take,
When I wrote It only for our own
Advocate?
My poem I mean, about my age;
It was not Intended for the public
or Sage.

ONE
NIGHT
ONLY

SATURDAY

This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

9

FEBRUARY

An offering far above what
you have ever known at th
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing in the highly polished
rT or satin finish; thoroughly well
I made, with cross supports and
I henw sntndles.
e,
Come prepared for a big
aa you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.

Creston Clark
In the Modern
Comedy Drama

Neither exactly a play upon rhyme;
Neither, as often, for a kind of
past time,
I have never dreamed to pose as a
poet,
Anl ever hereafter The Citizen
should know It.

eur-pris-

"THE RAGGED
.-

meant every word I said.
But did not Intend It by all to be
read;
Probate Judge Jesus Uomero held But since It's been rend by friend and
morning
of
court this
a short session
by foe
and transacted the following
We'll say no more about It hut let Nothing Finer Will be Here
it all go.
All Season.
The last will and testament of J. I.
was
Garcia, deceased,
approved and ENGINEERS WAIVE
admitted to probate, and Junnita
F.IGIIT-HO- l
R WORK WAY.
Ruiz de Garcia was appointed execu
Chicago, Feb. 2. The engineers on lVlccn
7S, $1.00 and JII.SO
Elfigo
to
serve
without bond.
trix
the western railroads have traded an
Box
$2.00.
Scats,
ap
were
eight-hou- r
Atenclo and James Devlne
ten per
work day for
pointed appraisers of the estate.
cent ($3,500,000) Increase In wages
Seats on sale at Malson'fl Thursday,
In the matter of the guardianship to take effect yesterday. About 27,000
of Willie Neher, George K. Neher, men operating locomotives and thirty-- so that our business men may be able
the guardian, was ordered to get a two
roads will profit by the to see this excellent attraction.
new surety on his bond Instead of agreement entered into between the
A,
of
Lee, who has sold much
John
committees, which were In confer. in.
Curtain will not rise until
his property since becoming surety ence for three weeks. With the adIn the matter.
vance given to the switchmen a
Itching Piles.
The bonds of twelve newly elected month ago the railroad corporations
Justices of the peace were approved. now have added approximately
If you are acquainted with anyone
The bond of Marcellno M. Gon
to their annual pay rolls. who Is troubled with this distressing
zales, administrator of the estate of This will not be the end, however, ailment you can do him no greater
Gonzales,
for
deceased,
Carlos J.
for today representatives of 250,000 favor than to tell him to try Cham$1,600, was approved.
conductors and other trainmen will berlain's Salve. It gives Instant' reC.
report
Booth,
of
William
The
renew their requests for substantial lief. Price 25 cents per box. Sold
guardian of Ella C. Booth, an in Increases running Into the millions.
by all druggists.
sane person, was approved and filed.
report
appraisers
of
the
of
the
The
estate of Mlcheal Gargoura, deceased,
was approved.
The final report of Esplrldiori
Baca, administrator of the estate of
Joe Baca, of Barela, deceased, was
presented and the court fixed Monday, March 4, as the date for the
hearing of the same.
That our stock of Groceries. Meats and
In the matter of the estate of
Franco Chaves, deceased, a citation
Provisions is always complete and our prices are right
was issued requiring the executors,
F. A. Hubbell and Emilia Sanchez de
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK
Sanchez, to appear In court tomorrow
or telephone your order to the
and show cause why they had not
compiled with a former order of the
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
court to report on the said estate.
All accounts presented against the
022-02- 4
XV
estate of Geo. B. Somers, deceased,
LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
were allowed by the court.
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
Orders solicited and prompt delivery to all parts of city, filve ut a
trial order. Our now Telephone Nuniler Is 51.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
It

Is

true

I

to offer this bed

In

In placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
either finish, full site or
else at
three-quart-

TWENTY-- I IVE DOLLARS

worth

er

IKHXAUS.

TIIIUTY-HV- E

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and

Designs.

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

Building

$10,-000,0-

ESS; REPORT OF, THE CONDITION
OF

The Bank of Commerce

Please Remember

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

TijcrrNae

The following quotations were received by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37. Barnett Building:

CHAMPION GROCERY
ELKy

OPERA

130Vi
14 1V4
42

7778;

c.

Rib

Vi

N

;

July
July

46.
36?

May $17.60; July $17.75.
May
July
$9.97110;

Pork
Lard
$10.01

i

39;

May 46
May

Corn
Oats

.

May $9.70; July $9.77

1i 80.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Feb. 4. Cattle receipts
29,000. Market for best strong; other
steady. Beeves $1.007.00; cows and
heifers $1,501(5.15; stockers
and
feeders $2.5O1r4.70; Texans I3.60W
4.'.0; calves $5.25 tp 5.75.
receipts 28,000,
Sheep
market
steady. Sheep $3.25 ftf 5.70; lambs
$ 4.7 j 'ii 7.00.
St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis,
Feb. 4. Wool steady;
Te.

Money Market.
New York, Feb. 4. Money on call

easy 21i3'l
cantile paper
ver !!.

ner cent; Prime mer' ti 6 i per cent; sil-

m

'

of

Special Scenery

Vork.

$ G.

.

Market.
4.
Spelter steady,

T'l.

The Ladies' Auxiliary of the B. of
L. E., will give their eleventh annual ball at Colombo hall, February
2 2.
Music furnished by Ellis' orchestra. Tickets, $1.00,

Correct-Attes-

MERRITT,
Notary Public.

t:

SOLOMON

LUNA,

BALDRIDGE,
W. J. JOHNSON.
J.

M.

C.

)
V

Director

1

Chas. L. Keppeler
1) K

K

ALER

IN

New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholstering and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street

The tflephono makes the
iliulcs lighter, the cares less

jour health, prolongs your life

and the worries fewer.

and protects your home.

telephone

The

YOU NEFJO A TELEPHONE

IS

preserves

OUTt HOME

Where to Dine Well

HANDSOME

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - --

IT i it lor

v

(i

e

v'

Htitel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

REMOVAL
. .

.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Open Day and Night.

C.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Santa Fe Restaurant

French Bakery .
From 213 West Railroad Ave.

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or
Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

Alvarado,

i$3?fc
4n&?

Borradaiie
117 W.

& Co,

Gold Ave.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yea
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 8 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,

4.
Feb.
Lead tirm,
copper firm $25. 1 25.25.

SH-llc-

ais,

A. D. 1907.

R.

ooooooa3ococ

New Mexico

Metal Market.
New
ij .mi .( i;

January,

tt

territory and western mediums 23 it)
2!c; Fine mediums 181i22c; Fine 15
ii

a Strict of Beautiful Stage
Settings Showing

5

Produce Market.
Chicago, Feb. 4. Closing quotations:
July 77TiW
Wheat May

I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER, '
'
V. P. A Cash.
Subscrl'td and sworn to before me this 8th day of

An Event of Unusual Artistic Importance.
Ttic Grand Square In Home. The I toman Senate. The Conspiracy In
Brutus' Garden, Tho Great Ounrrel Seeno In tin Tent of
Brutus. Tho Plains of l'lillllpl.
PRICES: 73c, $1.00 and $1.50. Keats on sale Friday, Feb. 8.th.
NOTE Mr. Hanford will appear In the cast as "Marc Antony,"
the same role he so successfully played In the famous Booth-Barrecombinations for two seasons.

44
105
31

-

7S.

In

Rrocuctlon

170

Kansas City Live Stork.
reKansas City, Feb. 4.- Cattle
ceipts 11,000, market strong, including 40D southerns. Native steers $4.00
fa 6.60; southern steers
$3. 60ft) 5.25;
southern cows $2.25 0 3.75; native
cows and heifers $2.25 ?0 5.00; Blockers ami feeders $3.0014.80;
bulls
$2.75 fj 4.25; calves $3.50ii 7.50; western fed steers $4.00 (fo 6.00 ; western
fed cows $2.76 (i 4.60.
Sheep receipts SUuO, market steady.
Muttons $4.65t 6.00; lambs $6.75di
7.60; range wethers $5.00116.60; fed
ewes $ 4.0011 5.25.

1,299,919.(1

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:

CAESAR
JULIUS
40 people
and Carload
the
I

150,000.00
59,044.21

$

11.608,963.79

MISS MARIE DROFNAH

......163

22
183
54
93
111
35

11

Prcwiitiiig Shakespeare's Croat est Historical Drama

270 H
114
72
179
46

Greene
Sunta Fe Copper
Shannon
Calumet anil Arizona
Old Dominion
Copper Range
North Butte
Butte Coal
Total fates 617.800.
Money 211 2
per cent.

FEB.

Accompanied by

.....100

C. S. S. com
1. S. S. pfd

Capital Tald Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

CHARLES B. HANFORD

110

33 'A
132V4
86
22
6ft '4
152Vi
125 4
44
129
119T
25
92
145
25

LIABILITIES

Engngvinciit of the Eminent Actor

$9.40

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canudiau Paclllc
Colorado Fuel
Chicago North Western
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Paclllc
Mexican Central
National Lead
Northern Pacific
New York Central
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Beading com
"Rock Island
Southern Paclllc
St. Paul
Southern Railway
I'nlon Pacific

COMPANY

MONDAY,

HOUSE,

$1,005,430.21
5.036.9S
13.421.S7
117,469.25
387,805.18
31,508,963.79

P0O9O9OOOtO6OtOO6O0O6O9OOO0OOOOOOOOOOOO0OOOOOO9O9O9O4)

New Yoix Stocks.

May cotton

iii

ter-goin-

NOT INTENDED

PAGE FIVE.

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAIXT Covers more-- looks best, weals
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Ctineiit,
PAI'KK Always in stock.
Ul'ILblXiJ
Paint, Gla.'-.''- , Sash, Doors, Kte.
I HIST STltKKT AM) COAL Al K. AI.Ill'Ol KKtl i:, M:
MI'X.
SIIERWIN-WILLIASI-

S

,

Have Your Hand

Read by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
Has Armed, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells how
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
RKAIHNfi, 25 A XI) 50 CEXTS AXD IP.
ROOM 33 tiltAND CENTRAL HOTEL.

ALJJDQDERQUE

EVENING

CITIZEN.
.notice

GLUTTONOUS FOR GOLD, RAILROAD TRUST
MURDERS HUNDREDS AND IS HOT SATIATED
sacrifice or nr.
terrible
MAN II1XKI1) OX TDK RAILWAYS
OF

AM

KltlCA

1TIM

to.

A

ICS

of

KV PERIL," THE PERIL
RAILROAD TRAVEL. DEVEI-OPIN THIS TWENTIETH CENTIRY
AN APPALI.1XO LIST OK
Kll.I.ED IX FOUR
SLAUGHTER FOR
MONTHS
PROFIT, FOR DIVIDENDS OX

w ai

ered stock.

Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C. Feb. 4. The
people of the United States have a
'new peril" to try their nerves and
wrench their hearts.
It is n peril of the new 20th century the peril of railroad travel.
Approximately BOO passengers hnve
been killed during the last few months
In the most appalling series of railroad accidents the country has ever
known, brought about, as a mutter of
common knowledge by the desperate
efforts of the railroad companies to
make more money.
It has not been a question of signals and switches and regulations; It
has been a question of hurrying trains
through the flyer, the fast freight
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HAIROADEIt THINKS OF
HIS PERSONAL SAFETY.

ir
(By James J. Hill.)
Every time I undertake a rail- - sT
road Journey nowadays I won- - IF
f der
whether it Is to be my last. If
The thing has grown to be un- - V
f certain. It Is a fact, of knowl- - V
S edge to every railroad man, V
T that
In this day from two to T
three trains enter at times In- - IF
to every block of every system V
In the country.
There Is Uan- - 7
ger In It.

Si'
v.

to the other, so that they cun be
started back again.
Railroad employes have admitted
on the stand that they disregarded
signals that they hud to, to make
schedules.
Twenty years ago people traveled
on railroad trains with comparative
safety. There were some accidents,
but few men dreaded a trip by rail.
Even ten years ago the peril was
not great. In 1897 only 222 passengers were killed.
But look at the 7ast four months!
A total of 500 human beings, passen- -
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gers on trains In the United States,
were torn and mangled, scalded and
burned to death in the coaches of
the gluttonous railroad trust. Horror 225 per cent greater In four
months than in the whole of 1897!
During 1897 6,437 persons, Including railroad employes, lost their lives
during the year on account of railroad accidents, and 36,000 were Injured. Last year more than 10,000
were killed and 100,000 injured.
The slaughter for the toll of 1907
has already begun with terrible mortality. The railroads are overworked, overcrowded and overcapitalized.
Earnings that should be devoted to
Improving und replenishing
the
equipment and paying for a better
class of labor are diverted to dividends to keep up the value of watered stock.
The accompanying table gives the
worst of the recent railroad disasters.
There were many more the country
over where the casualties were one,
two or three.
TORRANCE COUNTY'S
FIRST TERM OF COl'RT
The first term of the district court
In and for the county of Torrance
will convene on Monduy. Feb. 4, In
the county seat, says the Estancla
News. The commissioners have been
busy trying to find a suitable building, but so fur nothing better than
the temporary court house has been
available. A meeting of the board
will be held tomorrow morning to try
to secure some more suitable place.
Probably the most Important case
to come up at this time will be the
trial of Domingo Valles, charged with
the assassination of Col. J. Francisco
Chaves at Plnos Wells on November
26, 1904. Since the preliminary hear
ing here In the fall of 1904, Valles has
been held for safe keeping at the
territorial penitentiary at Santa Fe.
other trials for murder will be Lee
Longlno for the murder of Davidson
at Moriarty, Jap Clurk for the mur
ler of James Chase at Torrance, and
lierrnudes for the murder of one
Lueru. southwest of Wlllurd last
year. The term will not be extremely
lengthy on account of the scarcity of
funds, but several of the cases may be
rather drawn out nevertheless.
TO CURE A COCD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE OHOMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
tt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
k'ignatura U on each box. 25c.
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viz:

Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Carlos Grlego, all
of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
and
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; T. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Sale- mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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OF ONE OF THE MOST RECENT RAILROAD

STATES

SENATOR

NOT

ELECTED
Interesting Notices of Several
flof Those Who Wear the
Senatorial Toga.
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Department of the Interior, United
States I .and Office.
Santa Fe. N. M Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
clnlni, vis: Homestead entry No.
9220 made April 17, 1906, for the
NWU SEV4, NEV4 SWVt. Sec. 19,
Tp. 90.V., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Grlego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention
to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9678 made July 17, 1096, for
the SEU SEV4. Sec. 35, Tp. 10 N.,
Range 6E., and lot 1 and SKhi NEH.
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N
Kange 6E., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
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Special Correspondence.
Washington, Feb. 4. Of the seats ot
thirty senators whose terms of office
expire the coming 4th of March, 28
have been filled by the various state
legislatures. In two states, however,
the struggle Is still on, with but few
signs of an Immediate conclusion being reached.
In New Jersey a determined effort
is being made to prevent the return
of Mr. Dryden, the rich capitalist and
head of one of the great insurance
companies of the country. The fight
against him is not only personal but
because of the alleged fact that he
is a prominent corporation man and
representative of those interests that
have injured the reputation of the
party in the state. The chief diffi
culty of those opposing Mr. Dryden's
return appears to be the impossibility
of centering upon any one of sufflcent
strength to draw to him the few concrete
republican votes or
induce the weak-knee- d
Dryden followers to enter the enemy's camp.
In Rhode Island, the contest is an
endeavor to prevent the return of
George Peabody Wetmore. the man
who bears the name that a few years
ago was amply sufficient to conjure
with in the politics of any New Eng
land state.
The opposition to Mr.
Wetmore Is badly divided and he and
his friends have not given up the
fight by any means. Just where Mr.
Aldrlch stands is supposed to be questionable, although the senior senator
from Little Ithody declares he Is
keeping hands off and Is as friendly
to Mr. Wetmore us to any of the
other candidates, all of whom are his
personal friends.
Of those senators who can read
their title clear to their seats, begin
ning with the sixtieth congress, seventeen have been
and of
this group, possibly the most con
spicuous is Mr. Cullom, the venerable old man from Illinois, who has
been returned to his fifth election
term held in the senate. Mr. Cullom
came out victorious In the first election held under the new prlmnry law.
In a campaign in which he was
by want of money, and his
chief political asset was his long and
honorable career In the public ser
vice In which he had always looked
out for the public good as he was
given to see the method by which the
greatest good for the greutest number
could be accomplished, and the fur
ther fact that his honesty would nev
er be questioned. He Is a poor man
and had he failed of
it
would have been difficult for him to
have figured out Just how he would
huve made a living during his declining years. With such a handicap,
he won a signal victory over other
men who were not popular before
the people but who were ambitious
and aggressive opponents.
Among those elected to serve for
the first time und in the list of those
re- - elected, doubtless there are men
who may lie subjected to criticism,
because ot their methods In public
life und the records they have thus
fur achieved; but there are many others whose return is a distinct public
benefit, ami their retirement would
have been a loss not only to the
states that elected them but to the
country at large. In this class may
be luimed such men us Frye, of
Maine; Bacon, of Georgia; and Morgan of Alabama These and others
like them are men of great usefulness und of talents that are- needed
In the proper construction of proper
legislation and exposing the fallacies
of propositions that seem at times to
W inimical to good government.
Going to the far south, it may lie
said that pructieully all Washington
Is glad to see the return of Mr. Bailey, of Texas. As to the great ability
of Mr. Bailey, no one has ever ex
pressed a doubt. When he vpeuks
particularly on legal questions, every
lawyer In the senate is required to
take notice. What will be the effect of the charges made against
antl-Dryd-
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him in his own state, remains to be
Mr.
Gurrlck, of Tennssee,
leaves the body ut a time when he
was commencing to show the stun
of which he is made. For two or
three years he was one of the quiet
members of the senate. His speech
s
on
the Brownsville affair a
ago opened the eyes ot the
senate to the capacity of the man
for a clear insight Into public questions and his fine discernment with
regard to questions of law. He goes
out or the senate accompanied by the
sincere regrets of his associates who
only learned to appreciate him when
it was too late. In the retirement
of Mr. Berry, of Arkansas, that small
group of confederate
becomes still further diminished
in number and Influence. Mr. Berry
was not an orator; he was classed
among
members who
accomplish more In the committee
room by painstaking effort than on
the floor through the means of their
rhetorical power.
Nebraska has changed front entirely in the character of men It now
sends to senate. There was a time,
not so long ago, when the senators
were notoriously railroad lawyers
and advocutes. In the selection of
Senators Burkett und Brown the state
now has two strong
men
representing her, and any measure of
reasonable corporation control undoubtedly will meet with their approval.
The elections have eliminated
every democratic senutor from the
northern Btates but two, Messrs. Teller of Colorado, and Newlands of Nevada. Both of these states belong
to the Rocky Mountain group, and
can hardly be classed "northern" in
settlement or Interest.
Among the new men, more Interest
attaches to Mr. Guggenheim, who will
succeed Mr. Patterson of Colorado,
probably than to any other one man
who will sit In the senate. Ills, large
wealth, as the head of one of the
great smelting works of the west, and
and his other investments, would be
supposed to put him in the class of
corporation senators, but Mr. Guggenheim has announced that he has
retired from active business affairs
and will devote whatever of talent he
may have to the best Interests of his
state and country at large He says
he wants to be a servlcable member
of congres and has arranged his affairs so that he will be free to support all measures that look to the
general good.
Mr. . Guggenheim's
votes will be watched with interest.
The promotion of Alden Smith to
the Senate, ufter years af service in
the house, will udd strength to the
upper chamber. Such' men as Mr.
Smith deserve promotion. He Is an
expert on tariff and financial matters
going
and
to
of
end
that
the capltol full of experience he will
upon
enter
his duties there as well
equipped us many senators who have
almost reached the veteran classification. As usual, lawyers predominate among the new men elected to
the senate.
Mr. Guggenheim and
Mr. Richardson, of Delaware, are the
only ones of the seventen who have
never been admitted to the bar.
These same seventeen also Indicate
the Infusion into the senate of young
blood, as youth is the characteristic
of the entire group. Mr. Richardson
is but 37 ami the average of all Is
slightly In excess of that figure. In
some respects new and young blood
is needed In the senate which Is fast
becoming less) and less patriarchal.

IS
AN INDIAN

CHIEF

OUT ANY TROrilLH
A. M. Boykln, who Is under sentence of twelve years In the peniten

tiary for killing his brother-in-laHenry Stoltx, und wtio escaped from
the Roswell county Jail three weeks
ago, wus captured in the Malapai
country, forty miles southwest
of
Carrlzozo, by W. F. English, deputy
sheriff of Roswell county, and John
Boykln was
Adams, of Currlzozo.
taken to Roswell In an automobile,
placed In Jail and will be taken to
the penitentiary, as the supreme
court has refused to interfere.
He
was well armed, but surrendered
without trouble. He said he Intended 10 return, give up and serve his
sentence when his thoughts reverted
to his wife and three children, and
would rather be in the penitentiary
than be a hunted fugitive from justice. Boykln had been a prosperous
farmer and sheep man.

Ijiiiic Hack.
This ailment is usually caused by
rheumatism of the muscles and may
lie cured by applying Chamberlain's
Pain Balm two or three times a day
und rubbing the parts vigorously at
If this does not
each application.
afford relief, bind on a piece of flandampened
nel slightly
with Pain
Balm, and quick relief Is almost sure
to follow.
For sale by all druggists.
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R. A. FROST
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SEVi NW14 and N t4
Sec. 30,
Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Dr. F. E. Chlvers, who ranks Otero United States court commisamong the great missionaries of the sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
world, although a
man,

white
has
Just been made a
Indian
chief.
He now sits at councils and
smokes the pipe of peace with the
famous Crow braves.
While doing
missionary
work
among the Crow Indians In Montana
full-fledg-

He names the followlnc ulinssaoa
to prove his continuous residence
upon, ana cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Candelarlo Ruiz. Tedro Garcia, v
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

U. B. DKROBITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Proflta
Depository for Atchison, Toptka

&

$500,000.8
$250,000.0

Santa Fe Railway Company
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Department of the Interior, United
states jand Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby
that Dnnlol

x

Jlnso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice or his intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entrv N7v
9461 made May 22, 1906, for
the
SW
SE
and SE14 SW!i, Sec. 12,
Tp. 10N., Range BE., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. s.
Otero, United States court commis
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
oiarcn 6, iU7.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Leandro Jaramllln.
.Tmm nai-nlDonaclano
Gutierres
and Manuel
Gutierres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ar

anti-railro-

CAPTURED WITH-

States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that
lr
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
his filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9298, made May 1, 1906, for the
ar

hard-worki-
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United
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CAPITAL
SURPLUS FUND

.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital. Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON, President;

HERNDON,

Cashier;

Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
Mates Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Eduar-d- o
Carter of Chllili, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6752 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the E
Sec. 12, Tp. 8N., 6E., NWU
lK4.
N'W4. Sec. 7, and SW14 SW, Sec.
6, Tp. 8N., Range 7E., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero. United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 15. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land.
siz:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Beldonado.
Cldllo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
of Chllili, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Dr. Chlvers secured
special privileges from the government for the
education of their children.
To show their respect, the Crow
braves gayly bedecked themselves In
war paint, danced and sung their
war songs and with the greutest of
ceremonies elevated him to the highest honor In the heart of an Indian
their chief.
They named him Chief Big Water.
His authority runs from the borders of the Big Horn canyon to the
banks of the Yellowstone river.
The 2.000 members of the famous
Crow tribe are no longer warlike,
but desire the education
of
their
children.
They live in the valley of Montana, near the scene of the Custer massacre.
Dr. Chlvers has devoted his life
to missionary work.
He was pastor In New York for 25
years.
NOTICE l'Olt PUBLICATION'.
He then became secretary of the
Department
of the Interior, United
Buptist
Home
American
Mission
States Land office.
Board of the United States.
Fe,
N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Santa
He is now general secretary of the
Notice is hereby given that Carlos
Baptist Young People's Union and
supervisor of mlssionury work among Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
Indians, In which capacity he be- five-yeproof in support of his
came Indian chief.
claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
9679, made July 17. 1906. for the
WHY SO WEAK?
SWU NW4, NWU
SWU, Sec. 1,
Kidney Trouble
May Be Sapping and N'-- i SK'4. Sec. 2, Tp. 9N.. Range
61v,., and that said proof will be made
Your Life Away. Albuquerque Peobefore the United States Court Comple Have Learned this Fact.
missioner. If. W. S. Otero, at Albu
When a Tiealthy man or woman be- querque, N. M., on March 5, 1907.
gins to run down without apparent
He names the following witnesses
cause, becomes weak, languid,
to prove
his continuous residence
suffers backache, headache, upon, und cultivation of, the land,
dizzy spells and urinary
disorders, viz:
limk to the kidneys for the cause of it
Venceslado Grlego Jose Armenta,
all. Koep the kidneys well and they Itafuel Grlego and
Jose Grlego y
will keep you well. Doan s Kidney Garcia, ull of Carpenter, N. M.
Pills cure sick kidneys and keep them
MANTEL R. OTERO.
well.
Register.
Juan A. Ortega,
of
NOTICE l'Olt PI IILICATIOX.
Ixnna street Santa Fe, N. M., Bays:
"If nil troubled with pain In the back
Department
annoyance
of the Interior, United
bave that
ended as quickly
States Land Office.
as the use of Doan's Kidney Pills, proFe,
N.
Santa
M., Jan. 25, 1907.
cured at Ireland's Pharmacy, ended
Notice is hereby given that Juan
mine, then backache due to kidney
complaint would cease to have any Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M..
to
terrors for users of th!8 strengthen- has tiled notice of his intention
proof in support
ing and curative preparation. No one make final five-yeHomestead entry
in Santa Fe need be in the least du- of his claim, viz:
bious about using Doan's Kidney Pills No. 9297. made May 1, 1906, for the
if they require a medicine to strength- Sli SV , Sec. 19. and K'U NWK.
Sec. 30, Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that
en their kidneys."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 said proof will be made before H. W.
Co., Buffalo, New S. Otero, United States Court Comcents. Foster-MilburYork, sole agents
for the United missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Stutes. Remember the name Doans March 5, 1907.
lie names the following witnesses
5.
uud take no other.
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Notice.
All parties Interested in the con- viz:
y
struction of cement walks, work guarFaustin Garcia, Pedro Garcia
anteed, please leave orders at the of- Garcia, Carlos Lopes and Jose Grlego,
fice of I. a Opinion Publlca.
All ar- all of Carpenter, N. M.
rangements for work of that kind
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
will lie made at the above office.
LOUIS TRUJILLO.
you
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE
as to the best purchasing place for
finished building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard Is
stacked and stocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of our pricing.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

Kcocooooa
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY

1873

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stanie Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
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THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cemsnl and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Albtiqaerqae, New Mexico
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H

S DEATH
WHEELS

or

ENGINE

An awful accident befell Hicardo
Trujillo, shortly before noon Saturday, causing his almost Instant death,
says the Las Vegas Optic. While
walking across the tracks in the local
railroad yards to dinner he was
struck by engine No 1615, Engineer
Clarence Iloberts at the throttle. The
engine had Just brought In a No. 34
freight train, had been cut off and
Was backing down to the shops when j
the frightful accident occurred.
The deceased had been employed
at Mrs. W . T. Treverton's premises
this morning. Obtaining a quantity
of old nails from her, he went over
to the Adlon foundry and machine
shop, In company with John Patterson, the well known colored man,
and sold them for a song. Returning to town the proceeds of the sale
were Invested In a bottle or two of
villainous native wine and the man
so soon to be ushered Into eternity
remarked that he would go to dinner
and come back as soon as he had
partaken of the meal. These were
perhaps his lust audible words on

mudge says its a scarcity
of men am) not cars

"The scarcity of men to handle the
engines and trains has been more than
anything responsible for the inability
of the raflroads to handle traffic in
Oklahoma, and other parts of the
country during the past year. With
the Increased scarcity of labor, the
quality of it is deteriorating, resulting in the railroads being compelled
to take what they can get."
Such was the statement of H. V.
Mudge. vice president of the Rock Island, during his examination concerning the physical condition of the
Rock Island lines In Oklahoma and
Indian Territory, at the hearing here
today before Interstate Commerce
Mudge
Mr.
Commissioner Prouty.
said that the condition of the lines In
Oklahoma was as bad as it could be,
but with the expenditure of $2,518,-&0- 0
on contemplated and under way
Improvements the lines would he In
very good condition.

for dodging
pop bottles, L mplre Evans is dodging polo balls as a referee.
To keep in practice

off.

Mason, late nlfcht ticket agent
at the Las Vegas passenger depot. ha.
resigned the position and gone back
to the farm near Salina, Kas., being
succeeded at the grated window by
W". A. Adkins from Dodge City, where
and assistant
he was tracer clerk
cashier in the Santa Fc's freixht of
J I.

,

ITCH MKX GR UT INti
AT OXkl.AND. CAI.llORMA
ll Is said that when Interstate Com

Frank W.
HAVE BRIGHT FUTURE moter,
says he has

Spokane

pro-

$100,000 for mills

between Jim Jeffries and Bill Squires,
Joe Cans and Battling Nelson; Honey
Manila, P. I.. Feb. 4. That the Mellody and Joe Thomas.
Philippines is the great frontier of
Most all of us will be Interested
the United States today, possessing
almost limitless opportunities for the to know there Is agitation on to have
Investment of capital, Is Indicated by Atlantic steamers carry our autothe manner in which capital for the mobiles uncrated, when we cross the
thousand odd miles of railways and ocean on a little pleasure Jaunt.
terminals that are being built under
St. Louis Cardinals want Hob Ew-In- g
government
supervision
has been
from Cincinnati. Huster Brown,
manageWithin the next three years over who was "In bad" with the go
in ex$45,000,000 will be spent In railroads ment last year, is tipped to
alone. Work on the railroads has change.
already begun. On June 8 last fifty
Many ball players have been "half
engineers arrived in Manila and are
now supervising construction of 400 shot." but Pitcher Frank Owen. Chimiles of lines on Negros, Ccbu and cago White Sox. has made ano,record
shot
shot
Panay islands.
This undertaking of being "wholly
anyway, he did It while
which Is being financed by the Inter "hole-y- "
and fooling with a revolver. Not serinational Ranking Corporation
the J. G. White Company of New ously hurt.
York, will call for the expenditure of
$20,000,000.
Four immense Mogul
NURSERY PRODUCTS
locomotives were recently turned out
at the Baldwin Iron Works and will
SHADE TREES,
AXI
FRUIT
be used as construction progresses.
There are millions of acres of unset- SHRUBS. VINES AXI) FLOWERS.
tled land that will be developed by BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
X. V. ALGER. 121 SO. WALTER
these lines.
The Issue of $26,500,000 of bonds STREET.
o
for the Luzon lines was largely overFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
subscribed in London, where the enterprise was lloated by the London ELEPHANT.
branch of the Speyers. The lines will
be rock ballasted with concrete and
These lines will deIron bridges.
velop what Is unquestionably
the
finest tropical agricultural country in
the world.
government alone
The Philippine
Is spending $9,000,000 In harbor im1
1
provement work. On the near com
pletion of this work Manila will be
the only port in the Orient where
ocean-goin- g
vessels can tie directly to
ocks, all cargoes being now llghter- d to the docks.
Several big lumber, tobacco and
sugar concerns are on the ground,
and will spend millions of dollars In
SHELL GLASSES
GOLD
he archipelago in the next two or
three years.
The opportunities
for capital in
lumbering and in agricultural pursuits, especially sugar and tobacco,
can scarcely be
Hundreds of Americans are es- Any style frame, fitted with
ablishing themselves in the archi
the best grade White Brapelago, penetrating to even the most
zilian Lens. Will be, in Alburemote districts.
querque soon. It will pay
The large investment of English
any one needing glasses to
capital Is regarded as proof that
watch The Citizen for date
Japan will not contemplate the acof arrival and location. Diquisition of the Philippines, a step
plomas and endorsements
that would be Impossible under the fc"t on
file.
terms of the
alliance
without England's consent.

two-stor-

s

Every ball park in Cincinnati was
under water during the recent ram
page of the Ohio river.

Smith,

NEW HARVEY HOUSE
AT WELLINGTON. KANSAS
Work has been commenced on the
new Harvey eating house and hotel.
The building will be located to the
east of the Santa Fe passenger sta
tlon, separated from it by an eight- foot passageway. It will he 100 feet
long and of the same width as the
tlepot, like it, constructed of Cambridge City limestone. The hotel will
contain twenty guest rooms besides a
large dining and lunch room and will
be equipped with all modern conven
iences. C. H. Ohlson of Topeka. Kan
The hotel will cost
is the contractor.
$35,0(10 and in addition the Santa Fe
y
exis preparing to erect a
tension of the depot building on the
west side for division offices, making
the depot and connecting structures
a full block in length. This house
and one other are the only new eat
lng houses the Santa Fe has planned
to build between Gallup, .N. M., and
Newton, Has., on the Santa Fe cut

inerce Commissioner Lane arrive
here to investigate the relations he
tween the railroads and shippers he
t
will t'md conditions very similar
those in the state of Washington.
With respect to the tipping system
resorted to by shippers and ware
housemen in order to get their cars
the nractice has been followed at Hi
Oakland yards for gome time and
merchants have found that in ord

.

o

o
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d.

$

$

$5.00

$1.00

d.

Anglo-Japane-

Hunting for Trouble.
'I've lived In California 20 years,
am
and
still hunting for trouble In
the way of burns, sores, wounds.
bolls, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't
quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters,
og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
hunting, Mr. Walters; it cures every
case. Guaranteed by all drueelsts.

FREE

EXAMINATION

DR. KIME
The New York Eye
Specialist

5c.
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The Sale of all Sales oo

o

The Great Clearance Sale is in Full Blast.
There is something doing here all the time. Everybody pleased
and every buyer making a saving. Here is a few sample sales of

yesterday.

A mill worker said that a dark mixed suit was what he was after, $20 was the limit. One marked at $25 cost him $20. He was
more than satisfied. This is the way it goes and the way it will continue to go until the great sale ends SATURDAY NIGHT, the 16.
All Boys' and Children's Clothing, Hats and Toggery at

The first few days of racing at
Ormond were Insufferably dull. Not
even a spectator killed.

Christy Mathewson says he's In tip
top comlltion. If that be true, It
John Qulnn. former roadmaster for means base bnll history next season.
the Sliver City branch of the Santa
WANTED Promoter with a purse.
Fe, hns resigned to accept a similar
have
position with the El Paso & North Young Corbett and Herman
western railroad. R. H. Mack Is the signed and are waiting for a place to
light.
new roadmaster.
formerly
section
fore
R. It. Mack,
Comlskey wants to sell the White
man at the Santa Fe yards at Dem Sox. Now don't get excited, we menn
lng, has recently been appointed road
the houseboat he used on his southmaster for the Rio Grande division of ern hunting trip.
the Santa Fe.
Height, 5 feet 11 Inches; weight,
155 pounds; those are the minimum
tests to get on the Madison (vls.)
crew under the new coach, Ten Eyck.

IMPROVEMENTS FOR
SUA Kit CITY BRANCH
The Santa Fe has at last commenced the long talked of and much
needed improvement of its road-be- d
between Silver City and Doming. A
work train and gang of men commenced at Whitewater last week and
are rapidly tearing up the old rails
'and ties and replacing them with new
ties, which are much heavier and
have been treated at the company's
plant for this purpose The treated
tie supposed to have a much longer
life than the ordinary railroad tie.
The light rail Is being replaced with
steel and new and up to
date frogs and switches are being Installed. As soon as the work between Whitewater and Demlng Is finished, the track from Whitewater to
Silver City will be renewed in like
'manner. The new track will enable
the company to reduce the time between here and Deming so that the
better part of an entire day Is not
consumed In making the trip. The
trip may also be made in greater
comfort and safety.

..

177

yards.
At the office of General Manager
Calvin of the Southern Pacific com
pany It was admitted that It Is being
done, but It was stated that the fault
lay with the merchants themselves
and that the practice does not have
the approval of the company.

Rlcardo Trujillo is survived by a
wife and six children. His son, George
a young man, well known about town,
is employed in Trinidad, Colo.
Trujillo had for years been employed in the warehouses and depots in
Las Vegas and was a familiar character on the streets, going and coming from his work.

...... ..

IO

Mississippi Is getting In the game.
Prize lights are now officially

to get cars to the warehouses they
have to tip the switchmen In the

earth.

lice.

Rti

who is
her eighth consecutive tour in -- sis
Hopkins," has been booked for an
engagement of one night at the Elks"
opera house, February 5. "Sis Hop- -

Look out for Chicago will be Mc- Graw's war cry this year, as It has
been for some time.

The Furniture Man
Cor. Coal & 2d.

adopted

has

t

Miss Rose Melville,

"Deacon" Phllllpe Invited to coach
rtncetou pitchers this spring.

life-lon-

J. D. EMMONS

;OOOOOOOfcOOO4J0GO
a.
"sis iiopkixs," feb. making'

Notes

should be restful to the eye as
well as to the body to prevent
that tired feeling when you get
up. One of our Brass Bed
and lrlnccNS Dressers is a
thing of beauty and a Joy for
ever, and a Ijcggett & Piatt
spring
with an Osternioor
g
Mattress Is a

rAOE SEVEN.

00000K:000

Sporting

The Room You Sleep In

EVENINQ CTTIZEB.

bfmkgm
J

t

i

.

kins" may very properly said to be
the most popular play which has
Each
been staged in twenty years.
season sees an Inrrease in interest In
the fortunes of the simple and tiddly
dressed country girl of Posey county,
Indiana; the girl with the funny plg- pinafore
talled hair, the gingham
and the "snakentlne" dance; the girl
with the gentle, abashed manner and
the keen wit and the homely philoMiss Mel
sophic form of speech.
ville, since she originated the char
acter eight years jgo, has played In
every city In the I'nlted States and
in nearly all the larger cities of Can
ada. The company supporting her
this season Is the best she has ever
had and the production has been en
tirely redressed by Mr. J. R. Stirling,
w ho Is directing the tour.
This season Coadlsh. the undertaker's assistant, has a new lot of tombstone
epitaphs.
M)VE AXI) PATHOS IN
"A MESSENGER HOY," I'Ell. 8.
George D. Sweet, supported by a
remarkably strong company, present"A
ed that splendid
Messenger Boy,' 'at the opera house
last night. The plot of the play Is
a realistic presentatalon of life from
the outside world, that appeals so
The kid
forcibly to our natures.
imping of two children, with their
final rescue, with a tale of devoted
and trusting love that had Its origin
In the outcast life of the street waifs
at Pier 46 in the great city, with the
manly honor and tlnal reward of the
kidnaped bootblack
who possesses
some of the noblest traits of honor
and Integrity, make a drama that
fascinates while it please. The scene
at the great Brooklyn bridge, with
night on the East river with'its piers
and lights. Is worth the price of admission alone. Col. Worry, the ego
tistical, irascible but warm-hearteold man who never forgets his war
record. Is a whole circus with the
clowns thrown In. The cunning vil
lain and his female accomplice make
you shudder at the realistic presenta
tion of all that is villainous and
mean. To enumerate the gOofl features would be to give the entire
cast, for there is not u weak place In
either the plot or the players, while
the parting of Grit and Uoxy, and
the finding of a sister's child are the
very highest scenes of pathos, and
are presented Just as they were writ
ten. Devil's Lake, X. 1 Tribune.
melo-dram-

a.

d

25 PER CENT CUT PRICED
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MANDELL
and
Furnishing

Fine Clothing

OOOOOOOO'
E RITTi MORTALITY FROM
SCARLET FEVER AT TULAROSA
It is claimed by some that the
scarlet fever situation in Tularosa Is

Elks' Theatre

niler control, while others say that
the disease Is Increasing. About sev
enty-fiv- e
per cent of the rases have
resulted In deaths, and are all Americans. So far as known, no Mexicans
have had the disease. The Indian
gency has established a strict quar
antine against Tularosa and this may
result in a general quarantine against
that place. A great many people from
that section do trading and marketing at Alamogordo and this reason
causes many people to fenr an out
break of the disease at the latter

IRISHMEN TO 1AXCK
IX All) OF CHARITY.
Xew York, Feb. 4. In the Wal
dorf Astoria tonight the Emerald society which Includes in Its membership all the leading Irishmen in Xew
York City and state, will hold its
annual ball. The entire ballroom
doors of the hotel had to be placed
at the disposal of the society and
judging by the number of tickets sold
II available space will be occupied.
The full proceeds will go In aid of
charity.
XelglilMtrs

MK. GEO. D.

SWEET

fohC

Takes Pleasure in
Presenting

Messenger Boy"

Prlet

ant

60c

00
Ml.
Trial.

Frtt

Williams' Indian PI I
will cure HIind,
ana Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors.
sya the Itching at mice, acta
a poultice, k'vcs instant re
lief. Dr. VVIillams'lndinnPlleOtnt-mon- t
Is pro oared for Pt Irs and Itch
parts. Every box la
U ing nf the private
warranted. Hv drui'irlst. tr ninll on re
r"lpt of price. AO cent and fl.Oo. WILLI AM?
MJHUFsCTURING CV. Prop. Clrvetand. Ohio.
BOIN.
FOft SALE BY 8. VANN

lOll IE

SDr.

I

20 People and Rand & Orchestra

Tlio Mcssrngrr Boy is One of the
Brilliant ami Fnsolnatlng of
All American Comedy
Dramas.

Guaranteed Attraction.

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE IXSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.

Automatio Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Artnljo Building

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
Prices

50c, 75c, $1.00

-

Seats on sale Tuesday, Feb.

BUi,

at Matson's.

ELKS' THEATRE
TUESDAY,

Season1

FEBRUARY

"There ain't
no
tense Indoln'notbln
for nobody what never done nothln' lor
Hopkins

you."-- SI

5
8th

Season

,

K

0UGHS

Bureot and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TBOTJB-XJS- S,
or MON35T BACK.

"The

(lot Fooled.

"I was literally coughing myself to
death, and had become too weak to
leave my bed; and neighbors predict
ed that I would never leave it alive,
but they got fooled, for thanks be to
Ood, I was Induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery.
It took Just four
one dollar bottles to completely cure
the cough and restore me to good
sound health," writes Mrs. Eva Un- CIIRLES IIAXFORH AS
capher. of Orovertown, Stark county.
"JI LIIS CAESAR." FER. II Indiana. This king of cough and
There is no man who needs to b cold cures, and healer of throat and
more firm in the courage of his con- lungs, is guaranteed by all druggists.
victions than the actor who resolves $.10 and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
to devote his life to the legitimate
At the outset he is thrown
drama.
of competition
into a maelstrom
...The
even though tne pecuniary rewara
of an actor who plays small roles
"SHORT LINE"
are proverbially small. And in ad
dltlon is the constant disposition of
to the mining camps of Colorado,
friends to hall with
I'tah and Nevada; to Denver,
ridicule a young man's histrionic am
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, is
Charles B. Hanford as
bltlon.
by way of Santa Fe, X. M and
youth discarded brilliant prospect
the
as a lawyer In order to cast his lo
In
unreservedly with the drama.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
the time which elapsed before he ap
many
peared as a star he played
RAILROAD
parts. It was as "Marc Antony" in
o
Booth-Barre- tt
production
the
through
the
fertile San Luis val"Julius Caesar" that he achieved hi
ley; ulso to the San Juan country
first great hit, and it is as "Marc
of Colorado.
Antony" that he will appear at the
Elks' opera house on Monday, Feb
For information as to rates,
11.
His revival of the play is one
train service, descriptive literature
productions
of the most elaborate
address.
ever made under Hanford auspices
S. K. HOOPER,
The principal feminine role, "Por
O'jioral 1'a.isongor & Ticket Agent
tla," will be assumed by that charm
IH'iiver,
InK and capable actress, Miss Marl
Colo.
Drof nah.

Dr. King's
Nov; Discovery
w

Wednesday, Feb. 6.

own.

How'b ThtiT
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cored by Hull s Catarrh Cure. F. J.
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
IHKNEf ftundersigned,
V, the
have known F,
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
tielleve htm perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially able
to carry out nny obligations mnde by his
ttrni,
WaldlnR, Rinnan ft Marvin,
Wholosole Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally.
acting directly upon the blond and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by
all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlpa
tlon.
o

! If ILL the COUGH
us CURE THiLUNCS

J. R. STIRLING
l'rest-nl-

the Artistic Comedienne

s

Rose Melville
In the characteristic play

"Sis Hopkins"
A

Play of PiirMKP. A Plot of Scnae.
A Happy llleiiiliiiK of Fun

Earnest.

unci

Full

of IaiiKlist Lauchs! Lauclis!
The Pastoral Comedy Hit
Best Company Yet.
New a lid Seciu.l Scenery. New
Music. New Sieclaltic8.
I if t time, last chance to see the
famous

"Snakentine

BAM BROOK BmOB. Prom.
LIVEItY AND IIOARDIXQ STABLE
SADDLK HOUSES SPECIALTY
The "Sadie" for Mountain Partlea
and at special rates on week days
Auto. Phono 604. No. 112 John St.

A. E. WALKER,
rmm
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Of lice, at 217 West Railroad
avenue.

W. E. OTAUGEB

VJOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt Meats
Steam Sausaere Factory.
EMIL KLIENYVORT
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All Kinds of

B. A. SLEYSTER

Dance"

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Irloeii
75c, $1.00 ami $1.50
Seats on sale Monday, Feb. 4th, at Room E,
Cromwell Block, AlbuMatson's.
querque, Automatic Telephone 174
FEE'S

candies.
STORE.

PEERLESS HOME-MADGive us your ROUGH DRY work,
AT WALTON'S DRUG Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING 16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
rorui.ATiON of J.soo people;
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 100 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

COME

TO BELEN, N. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

several large

oo04oofoaxc oaoo$otooi

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
iOHN BECKER, Pres

WM. M. BERBER,

Im-

K40Os0C4K04K4KK4aa)0
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Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) WEST, XOIVTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

8

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

YEAR.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
X314WEST RAILROADAYIS
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No.

They have the

Ctylish Shoes

Snap and Finish
to thow tht beauty of ycur
foot to the beM advantage,
and tingle you out a being wtu dressed. J M J

No.

1

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. DRIGHAM
Successor

to

F. F. Trotter

SUGAR

CONFECTIONERY
GEO.

XV.

HICKOX

T. T. BIAYNAKD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

MEXICO'S

NEW

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

Fbtfrth and Railroad Aveme

I

No. 202

Rarebit
ic4,stir)tild be marie
to be profterlyp-;in n Mara if, 'ownum Cuatinff lUh.
Altir:iyi
, no worrr in
ahont tire.
iY .tiuiy a ui.'lci, uu l m liYew luiuute
the
:

Rana'tig, CauKSsn

&

Co.

Chafing Dish
hat pr fluted
yui:r
s
c'lafirif

n

mtCcl
f mm
clrl
uiuj, lowiuiu

dainty morsel to regale
t iat your
to
i
ir;ilitl with tli

i

MQinlru Ivory

enin

i":uad only in Man
& Cj. ChaUog Ji!ic
ron SALE BY

ALBUQUERQUE

GO,

HARDWARE
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Albuquerque.
T. Delaney Is visiting
friends In Trinidad, Colo.
K. M. Otero, who has T)een In Santa
Fe, returned here last night.
Mr. and Mrs. Federleo Chaves have
returned to their home at Wlllard.
Dr. and Mrs. Ppargo have taken
up their new residence at Fourth and
New York avenue.
Mrs. a. It. Bnurbuch and Mrs. 1).
rt. Thurston arc here from Wlnslow
visiting Puke City friends.
C. C. Palrd of Chlengo and Miss
Mury llalrd of Sharon, la., were registered at the Alvarado yesterday .
Dr. and Mrs. Klchard Luna came
In from their home In Hernallllo yesterday for a visit among friends.
Hon. O. N. Marron Is back from
He
his visit to the Pacific coast.
brought with him Ralph Halloran.
Mrs. W. H. Jenne is In El Paso,
where she will remain during the
present week with her daughter.
H. E. Campbell, one of the well
known sheep raisers of Arizona, came
In yesterday from his home at Flagvisitor

Mrs.

Women's Patent Kid Shoos. .
i
3.50 to 5.00
Women's Vli Kid Shoes....
1.65 to 5.00
Shoes of Itoys and Girls....
1.00 to 3.75

Men's Patent Colt Shoes
$3.!M) to $1.00
Men's Vici KM Shoes
2.50 to 4.00
Men's Box Calf Shoes
2.23 to S.50

1

TKAt.V AKHIVAI.S.
First section. 11:45 p. m.
Seconod section, 11:50 p. m.
10:30 p. m.
1:25 a. m.
and 9 No report.

Vegas
A. K. Cutter of Knst I.ns
was here yesterday.
J. H. o'Harra. of Sun June, Cal., Is
a

They fit smoothly,
keep the heel from
slipping, support the
instep and give com
fort to the toes.
Solid leather and
good workmanship is
used in their manufacture and therefore
they wear well and
hold their shape.

1

In

li.

staff.
Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Wlttmer. prom
inent residents of Los Lunas, were

among last week's visitors to Albuquerque.
Miss Nell M. Wetter has returned
from her visit to relatives In Pennsylvania and has resumed her duties
at the public library.
representing
Eugene Kempenlrh,
the Mcintosh Hardware company, returned Saturduy from a goods selling
trip to southern towns.
H. It. Anewald, who has been In
charge of the window display at the
Lion Store, left yesterday with his
wife for Fresno, California.
Ned Holmes, advance agent for the
"Ragged Messenger," In which Cres
ton Clarke appears, came In last night
and was registered at the Alvarado.
Mrs. J. Irvln left Saturday night
for her home In Chicago, after a
pleasant visit to her sisters, Mrs. A
M. Ulgelow, and Mrs. Fern Snlvely.
F. H. Strong and Mrs. Strong re
turned Saturday night from their trip
to eastern points. They visited Chi
cago and New York during the trip.
Miss Constance Abbott, who has
been on a visit In the eastern part
of the territory, returned yesterday.
She was accompanied by her friend
Miss Wright.
Mrs. M. R. Williams, who has been
visiting with her daughter, Mrs. R.
C. Dillon, of 420 South Arno street,
returned to her home at Las Vegas
last week.
Mrs. J. A. Hughes will leave this
evening on an extended trip. While
absent she will visit El Paso, New
Orleans, St. Louis, Chicago and at
several Michigan points.
E. L. Doheny, his wife and son, E.
R. Doheny, Jr., were here yesterday
visiting friends. Mr. Doheny Is the
capitalist, who developed the California oil fields. He Is nlso the owner of valuable properties In Mexico.
Mrs. Walter Connell and children,
who have been spending a week with
Mrs. Connell's mother,
Mrs. Louis
Hunlng, of this city, returned to their
home at Los Lunas on Saturday
night.
Miss Edith Moulton, 'ho has been
living here with her mother for a
short time In search of health, died
yesterday morning. Her funeral was
held this afternoon at the Borders'
parlors. Rev. Hugh A. Cooper officiating.
J. Irving Graham, representing the
Longmnnt Farmers' Milling and Elevator company of Denver, Colo., left
for Gallup lust night after having
spent several days In the city visiting
local merchants.
Warren D. Holllster has returned
to this city, after a two years' residence In Denver, Colo. Mrs. Holllster will soon Join her husband and
the family home will be
In Albuquerque.
J. A. Barnard of Indianapolis left
here last night for Los Angeles, accompanied by his children. Mr. Barnard Is a brother-in-laof Arthur G.
Wells, geneal manager of the Santa
Fe coast lines. Mrs. Barnard
her husband to the city of
Angels last week.
Hugh H. Harris, recently appointed to the position of supervisor of
the Manzano and Mount Taylor reserves, will arrive In Albuquerque
this week to open his headquarters
Mr. Harris Is a thorough
here.
newspaper man as well as an expert
in forestry.
The Oeronlma club next Saturday
night will give an athletic entertaln- w
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ment to invited guests at the club's
gymnasium, In the Elks' opera house
building.
There will be handball
games and some Interesting
boxing
exhibitions, as well as other athletic
pastimes.
The last basket hall game of the
season will be played at the Casino
rrlday night between the Las Vegas
Y, M. C. A. and the University. The
Mils orchestra will play for the dance
after the game.
Next Saturday orcurs the Acequla
dance at Isleta, which Is one of the
most Interesting dances of the Pu
eblos, it is held to mark the com
pletion of the Indians' labor on the
irrigation ditches. A large number
of Albuquerqueans will no doubt be
In attendance.
A bad landslide at Barr Hill, one
mile south of the stockyards, where
the Santa Fe Is making a long excavation to secure ballast for the yard
extension, caused trains to run slow
between the yard and Barr. A force
of men are engaged in repairing the
track where the ballast slid out from
under It Into the excavation.
Shakespeare Franklin, a cab driver
for the Trimble livery barn, had a
narrow escape from electrocution
last night. He was driving under the
viaduct on South First street, when
he encountered a grounded wire with
his hand, which was badly burned.
Franklin sustained a severe shock
and had to be taken home in the
hack.
A. E. Littler, of Las Vegas, salesman for Earlckson & Sabin, mer
chandise brokers, will establish a
branch house for this firm at Tucson,
Ariz. Mr. Littler arrived here this
morning from the Meadow City.
Three months since he reslgnetd a
position as telegrapher for the Postal
Telegraph company at Las Vegas to
accept a situation with Earlckson &
Sabin.
He leaves for Tucson
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Diamond., Watciea, Jewalrr, Cat Glass. Clocks,
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DocTon Mccormick.

Liquor llublt Cuml.
522 West Railroad Ave.
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NOW

In the purchase of a Piano

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

Do It Today
Established

COAL

Genuine American

S6.50
$6.50
$8.50
$0.00

Anthracite Nnt

Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$2.25

.Watch Fo It

W. H. HAHN & CO.

Both Phones.
The firm of Lommorl tc Matteuccl
corner Seventh and TIJeras, will hereafter be known as

number

la 51.

Thm

V

Railroad A venue Clothier.

NORTH FIRST STREET

mis

Between Railroad and Copper A ve.

Mrs. Refugla Amador, widow j!
the late Mortln Amador, of Las
Cruces, died last Thursday at her
home in that city. The family are
well known throughout the territory
leaves many
and Mrs. Amador
friends to mourn her loss, In addition
to a large family of children.

Stoves and Steel Ranges

Tephelo M. Chavez.
Tephelo M. Chaves, the Infant son
of C. Chavez and wife, who live at
1516 South Third street, died yester
day at 'the Chavez home. The fun
eral was held from the Sacred Heart
church this afternoon, at 3 o'clock
and burial was at Sacred Heart
cemetery.

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

Jiim Mltfiicl Chavez.
Jose Miguel Chavez, justice of the
peace in Did Albuquerque, died about

last night of pneumonia.
A widow and
two brothers survive him.
The funeral will be held tomorrow
morning from the San Felipe church,
In Old (Albuquerque, at 10 o'clock
Burial will be at Santa Barbara
cemetery.
Mr. Chavez was born at Belen.
He had been a resident of Old Albu
querque for ten years and has served as a Justice of the peace for four
years. He was a member of F. N.
M. D. N. P. lodge No. 1, of Old Albu
querque.
midnight

TIM

SHOP

In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

He was 56 years old.

John

At

11:30

:Wholesale

and Retail:

o'clock

tomorrow

nfter

SIS North Klehfh

street, will occur the funeral of the
late John C. Covey, who died
Dneumonla.
Mr. Covey, who was 83 years .Id
was a tinner by occupation.
Th
body will be burled at Falrvlev
cemetery. A widow survives him.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Foil

SALE
Fine saddle pony, pacer.
Apply at 110 South Edith.

Have you children who wear ou
In no time? Our style
15, narrow ribbed, and style 25, wide
ribbed Black Cat hose have tripl-soles, heels and knees.
They are
made of the best long flbered cotton,
are fast black and will stand the
roughest wear. Only 25c a pair, at
C. May s Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

their stockings

O

The regular monthly business meeting of St. John's Guild w ill be held In
the vestry room, Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock. A full attendance
Is requested.

HARDWARE

0

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings-Ste- am
and Water
si.
Supplies Hose and Belting:.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited
Ita,4.1,lit,

I

.tr.i
rirtt.tft

mvutti nrmt
IT.
Hortn

,

Albuquerque, Net Mexico

THE IIAMIUXI COMPANY.
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladies and gentlemen, and every
garment In thoroughly Ktvrlllzeri In Its
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on application.
Suits made to order.
A specla'
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
b patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more its just deserts. Statistics show that during the post year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount- - of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it Is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.
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List your property with

Live Men
& Jones
IIO South Second St.

Crawford

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT, SOLD
EXCHAN6E0

Atioelatloa Offlot
Transactions

Cuaraatooo

ROSENFIEID'S,

118

COLOMBO HALL
Admission

50c

Address Home Office,

W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

U

WE

and get

Nice

TICKETS

1

CANNOT

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, lox 202, Albuquerque.

4

0

C. Covey.

at the home.

noon,

I

0

J 1.00.

4
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Mrs. IlefiiKia Amador.

hi

Is Doing the Work. All
Blues and Blacks Are
Reserved. Better Come
In Today, Your Size
Might be Taken in The
Rush Should You Delay.

WORTH WHILE TO

per

CerrUlos Lump

had made many friends here, who
will regret to hear that she has at
last succumbed to the dread reaper.

10 lbs.

.'.SALE :.

block,

ton

BE

Mrs. Lillian Immobile.
Mrs. Lillian Donohue, who resided
in this city for some six years and
who left here recently for her home
In Camden, N. J., died in that city of
tuberculosis last week. Miss Donohue

the

Twenty per cent Discount

IT WILL

Lindemann,
206 W. Oold Aveone

1900

P

Is Shipping Our Full
Spring Line of Clothing,
Furnishings and Shoes.
He Instructs us to Make
Room and Our

&

4, IWT.
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TODAY

Learnard

FEBrtUAItT

A Great Big Startling:
Sensation Conies Off
the last of the Week.

We can save you money

Our new telephone

SubsorllH? for The CIiImmi

OUR EASTERN BUYER

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Believe Us

CHAMPION GROCERY CO.

MORTUARY

pre-ceed-

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

MONDAY,

3C

i

V

